PRIVATE ALTERNATIVES TO CRIMINAL COURTS: THE FUTURE IS ALL AROUND US

RESPONSE TO PROFESSOR JOHN RAPPAPORT

Malcolm M. Feeley*

INTRODUCTION

In his important article, Criminal Justice, Inc., Professor John Rappaport identifies the establishment of a new and novel institution: a private company retained by retail stores to dispose of cases involving shoplifting claims.1 Still in its infancy, this new development has spawned two private for-profit, specialist companies since 2010: the Corrective Education Company (CEC) and Turning Point Justice (TPJ).2 CEC alone handles thousands of shoplifting cases annually,3 and if some legal technicalities are overcome, these companies may be handling significantly more in the coming years.

Both companies have the same business model, which Rappaport calls “Criminal Justice, Inc.” (CJ Inc.): Store security guards apprehend shoplifters, but instead of handling matters themselves or calling the police, the guards determine program eligibility according to strictly defined criteria and inform those eligible that they will be contacted by representatives of the CJ Inc. companies.4 In the subsequent call, CJ Inc. promises that the store will not call the police in exchange for a “tuition” payment to enroll in an online class on how to avoid crime.5 Retailers, which include large national chains with aggregate annual sales in the billions of dollars, pay nothing for this service.6
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2. See id. at 2272, 2276.
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This new development, Rappaport tells us, may transform the way shoplifting is handled. In this Response, I place CJ Inc. in a broader context, point to other similar developments earlier and elsewhere, and imagine the future of criminal adjudication in a world of “CJ Inc.” After highlighting Rappaport’s central findings, I examine the model from two perspectives. First, I consider CJ Inc. from a historical and comparative perspective to show it is not so new: This sort of self-help is a time-honored practice found across all stratified societies. Second, I explore this phenomenon in light of practices common in many segmented societies. Here, too, there is a substantial body of research on legal pluralism, which shows that alternatives to governmental systems of social control are common, even in criminal law matters, and even in modern societies. The introduction of CJ Inc. into contemporary American stores is one more instance of creative adaptation within segmented institutions. The examination of social control in stratified and segmented societies reveals a great deal about the nature and the limits of the criminal law, the limits of the state’s ostensible monopoly on the enforcement of criminal law, and the possible future of CJ Inc. and other related developments.

In this Response, I show that Rappaport has identified something of a paradigm case in the amalgamation of stratified and segmented structures that facilitate opportunities for expanded forms of private criminal justice administration. If I am correct, the implications for the expansion of CJ Inc. are enormous. Part I examines the social dimension of shoplifting and provides a thumbnail sketch of retail justice. Part II examines self-help in stratified and segmented societies and explores the implications of treating department stores as both stratified and segmented institutions. Part III identifies other stratified or segmented settings and explores the nature of existing CJ Inc.-like institutions and others that may emerge. The list is long, suggesting that CJ Inc. has a bright future. The conclusion addresses some implications stemming from the likely development of CJ Inc., especially as it affects both public law enforcement and the expansion of private adjudication in criminal law.

I. UNDERSTANDING CRIMINAL JUSTICE, INC.

In order to understand CJ Inc. and its possible future, it is important to appreciate the nature of the problem that it seeks to address and to explore how it has positioned itself to respond to this problem. Section I.A identifies the distinctive features of the crime of shoplifting, and section I.B explores how CJ Inc. is structured to address them. CJ Inc. appears to have devised an efficient and effective response to some of the tougher challenges related to deterring and sanctioning shoplifters. In doing so, it has created a business model that might work for a variety of other criminal offenses as well.
A. Shoplifting as a Social Problem

Shoplifting is a minor crime with, as Rappaport says, “major economic and social consequences.” However, a large number of shoplifting thefts are never reported, and half of those who are apprehended are warned, made to pay, and let go; the other fifty percent are arrested. Self-reports by shoplifters indicate that they are caught on average only once every forty-eight times they steal. The average value of a stolen item is seemingly too little to worry about until one realizes that the aggregate amount lost each day is nearly $50 million. CJ Inc. is designed to change this balance: It promises to expand the availability of noncriminal sanctions, decrease costs to stores and law enforcement agencies, and enhance deterrence.

As with many misdemeanor offenses, such as traffic violations, turnstile jumping, petty theft, breaches of the peace, and the like, criminal law enforcement for shoplifting in any particular case is likely to cost both victims and accused much more in time and effort than the magnitude of the harm done. Still, in total, losses are staggering, and merchants are desperate to find efficient ways to deter would-be shoplifters and sanction offenders. Furthermore, victims of shoplifting, unlike most other types of thefts, have a decidedly long-term perspective; their greatest concern is with compliance (that is, shoplifting reduction), not enforcement.


11. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2256. Virtually every retail business is affected by theft, but as a group grocery stores experience the greatest loss: 3.23% of sales, in contrast to 1.27% for department stores. See Wahba, supra note 7.

12. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2272.

13. Id. at 2269–70. Rappaport offers figures indicating that it costs police an average of $2,100 to follow through on a shoplifting arrest. Id. at 2269.

14. See id. at 2266–70 (describing retailers’ ambivalence toward prosecuting shoplifting offenses).
However, the two are intertwined, and almost all stores invest in both security and law enforcement.\textsuperscript{15}

Rappaport provides a brief history of shoplifting, which he suggests is a product of modern mass merchandising.\textsuperscript{16} In the past, merchandise was displayed behind counters and required clerks to bring goods to customers or was held in stalls presided over by watchful merchants.\textsuperscript{17} Department stores and grocery stores introduced industrialized shopping by allowing customers to have easy access to ready-made and prepackaged wares, to be touched and examined and even tried on before purchase.\textsuperscript{18} Grocery stores extended this concept in the late 1990s and pioneered self-checkout options that are now being replaced by grab-and-go technology that allows customers to scan items on their cell phones and place them directly into their grocery bags without having to pause at a counter.\textsuperscript{19}

Security for deterring and apprehending shoplifters has expanded exponentially, but it is not clear that it has kept pace with merchandising.\textsuperscript{20} Still, cost savings and customer demands for quick service lead merchants to embrace these new technologies. Touching and inspecting merchandise—as well as no waiting time—increase impulse purchases, so stores are reluctant to put barriers between customers and all but the most expensive and attractive items.\textsuperscript{21} There are other sound reasons for having a relaxed approach toward access to merchandise, and even

\textsuperscript{15} See id. at 2300 (describing the “[f]amiliar precautions” used by retailers to prevent retail theft); see also Nat’l Retail Fed’n, supra note 8, at 10 (identifying the most commonly used loss-prevention systems and technologies).

\textsuperscript{16} See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2261–62. This may be the case, but readers of Charles Dickens’s \textit{Oliver Twist} (1838) or Henry Mayhew’s \textit{London Labour and the London Poor} (1851) gain some considerable knowledge about pickpocketing and shoplifting in mid-nineteenth-century London. The most famous petty thief may be Jean Valjean, the hero of Victor Hugo’s \textit{Les Misérables} (1862).

\textsuperscript{17} See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2261.

\textsuperscript{18} See id. at 2261–62.


\textsuperscript{21} See, e.g., Ian J. Abramson, Shoplifting: Fastest-Growing, Hardest-to-Control Crime, Volume Retail Merchandising, Feb. 1985, at 2, 2 (“As long as retailers continue the trend towards self-service and displays, they will attract thieves as well as the impulse buyers they want and shoplifting will continue to affect each and every one of us.”).
toward shoplifters. Vigorous surveillance and enforcement are expensive, alienate customers, and can lead to claims of false arrest.\footnote{22. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2268–70.}

Additionally, law enforcement officials are loath to invest heavily in pursuing shoplifters.\footnote{23. See Morse Diggs, Atlanta Police Will No Longer Respond to Some Shoplifting Calls, Fox 5 (Mar. 20, 2018), https://www.fox5atlanta.com/news/atlanta-police-to-no-longer-respond-to-some-shoplifting-calls [https://perma.cc/2JS4-L3GA] (last updated Mar. 21, 2018).} Swamped with more pressing matters, police officers drag their feet in responding to shoplifters, even when caught red-handed.\footnote{24. See id.; see also Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2297. I showed Rappaport’s article to a friend, a police officer in Berkeley, who liked the idea of CJ Inc. He and most other police officers, he says, are not keen on handling shoplifting cases and tend to view stores that have high rates of shoplifting like they do drivers who leave keys in their cars with motors running while doing errands or homeowners who leave their doors unlocked while on vacation. They will give free advice but do not want to invest much time in these cases and prefer to direct victims to their insurance companies.} Certainly, as Rappaport reveals, law enforcement in many communities is burdened with a high demand from stores reporting shoplifting.\footnote{25. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2269.} This is not to say that law enforcement does nothing to respond to shoplifters. After all, big stores and merchants associations carry weight in many communities and can command attention from public officials.\footnote{26. See, e.g., Craig Smith, New Push Against Professional Shoplifters: Chamber Teams Stores and Law Enforcem [sic], KGUN9 (Jan. 4, 2017), https://www.kgun9.com/news/local-news/new-push-against-professional-shoplifters [https://perma.cc/F7PL-ZVB4] (discussing a shoplifting-prevention program developed by the Greater Tucson Chamber of Commerce and local law enforcement). Many communities have merchants associations and local chambers of commerce whose members are active in public affairs and whose officials watch out for common interests and mobilize to lobby municipal officials to adopt new policies. See Chambers of Commerce, Ass’n of Chamber of Commerce Execs. (Nov. 2, 2009), https://secure.acce.org/about/chambers-of-commerce/ [https://perma.cc/2CM8-8WNS] (describing the role of chambers of commerce and noting that there are “roughly 4,000” chambers of commerce in the United States).}

At the same time, the loss-prevention industry continues to develop and stores have access to a variety of security technologies.\footnote{27. There are numerous associations dedicated to promoting the profession of “loss prevention” and countering shoplifting, such as the National Association for Shoplifting Prevention, Loss Prevention Foundation, Loss Prevention Research Council, and the Restaurant Loss Prevention and Security Association. See Our Members, Loss Prevention Research Council, https://lpresearch.org/our-members/ [https://perma.cc/T8GH-8FVY] (last visited Feb. 8, 2019) (mentioning the industry leaders in loss prevention).} Department stores pioneered in developing modern private-security practices, designing defensible spaces, and adapting electronic technology designed for other uses.\footnote{28. See, e.g., Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2267, 2300.} They innovated with guards dressed as customers, two-way and fish-eye mirrors, long and clear aisles, restricted entrances and exits,
saturated use of CCTV cameras, ink tags, electronic tags, and a host of other practices.  

These technologies are only so good. As surveys reveal, roughly ten percent of the U.S. population has admitted to shoplifting at least once, and self-reports by shoplifters indicate that they are caught only occasionally. Further, retailers may differ in their ability to facilitate apprehension, their capacity to invest in security, the degree to which they pursue claims against shoplifters, their mix of clientele, and the value of items stolen. What is clear, however, is that stores everywhere detect only a small proportion of shoplifters and are desperate for more effective means of deterrence and enforcement.

B. Criminal Justice, Inc.: A Thumbnail Sketch

Rappaport pieces together a barebones portrait of the business model and procedures used by CJ Inc. from the websites of the two leading companies, telephone conversations with company officers, trade publications, company documents, litigation materials, and the occasional


30. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2256 & n.22 (citing Carlos Blanco et al., Prevalence and Correlates of Shoplifting in the United States: Results from the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions (NESARC), 165 Am. J. Psychiatry 905, 909 (2008)).

31. See supra note 10 and accompanying text (providing that self-reports by shoplifters indicate that on average they are caught in only one of every forty-eight thefts).

32. Although some stores intervene only in “dead-bang” cases in which evidence is overwhelming, others can be tenacious even when allegations are weak. See, e.g., Michael Corkery, They’re Falsely Accused of Shoplifting, but Retailers Demand Penalties, NY. Times (Aug. 17, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/17/business/falsely-accused-of-shoplifting-but-retailers-demand-they-pay.html (on file with the Columbia Law Review) (describing the aggressive tactics that many companies use in prosecuting shoplifting cases).

33. For instance, many stores cater to teenagers and young adults, who as a group are both more impulsive and much more likely to shoplift than older people. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2264 (reporting that “two-thirds of shoplifting cases occur before age fifteen” (citing Carlos Blanco et al., Prevalence and Correlates of Shoplifting in the United States: Results from the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions (NESARC), 165 Am. J. Psychiatry 905, 911 (2008))).

34. It would be interesting to compare the annual aggregate value of items linked to shoplifters who are apprehended with the annual aggregate value of inventory shrinkage for a particular store or chain to determine what portion of the losses are identified and recovered by enforcement.
newspaper article.\textsuperscript{35} The Corrective Education Company (CEC), one of the primary CJ Inc. companies, was founded in 2010 and had an annual revenue of $7.6 million in 2017.\textsuperscript{36} Store security guards are responsible for monitoring store premises and apprehending suspected shoplifters.\textsuperscript{37} Upon apprehension, guards take suspects to a private room and screen them for program eligibility. If eligible, they are informed of the reason for their apprehension and told that CEC provides an alternative to arrest and prosecution.\textsuperscript{38} Suspects view a CEC video which presents them with a choice: pay $500 ($400, if they pay up front) and enroll in CEC’s “restorative justice” program (with, the company notes, a possibility of partial scholarships for those with low incomes) or have the matter referred back to store officials, who in turn may call the police.\textsuperscript{39} If interested, they are released and typically receive a phone call from CEC personnel who then explain the course to them.\textsuperscript{40} CEC also operates a modified program for juveniles, the details of which Rappaport did not discuss.\textsuperscript{41} A second company, Turning Point Justice (TPJ), operates on the same basic model.\textsuperscript{42}

CEC informs suspects who pass screening that if they enroll and complete the program, the store will “consider the matter closed.”\textsuperscript{43} Although the companies cannot guarantee that law enforcement officials will not bring charges, they can presumably assure enrollees that the store will not report them to the police.\textsuperscript{44} To back this up, CEC promises a full tuition refund if a person is criminally prosecuted after completing its program.\textsuperscript{45} According to CEC officials, more than ninety percent of those offered take the option of private justice, though store officials apparently did not provide Rappaport figures on what percentage of apprehended shoplifters are deemed eligible.\textsuperscript{46} Training consists of a six-
to eight-hour online course designed to teach students “life skills.”47 CEC emphasizes that stores pay nothing for their services and at one time stores even received a portion of the tuition income.48 This arrangement saves retailers considerable time and effort.49 Further, CJ Inc. claims its program both sanctions and rehabilitates: Its recidivism rate is only two percent, and it allows offenders to escape without even an “erased” arrest record.50

Rappaport reports that security officers select participants according to a strict set of eligibility requirements established by each store.51 The criteria are, among other things, designed to prevent discrimination based on race, gender, nationality, language ability, and other related characteristics.52 The program also appears to be aimed at relatively well-off adult first-time offenders, people who might otherwise be good candidates for warning and release.53 For unexplained reasons, stores appear to automatically reject people who are either “too young,” “too old,” or who have stolen big-ticket items.54 CEC emphasizes that participating stores set these criteria and that the stores make the initial apprehension of participants.55 Accordingly, it is the stores, not CEC, that determine who participates in CEC’s program.56

This is the barebones. We do not know from Rappaport’s account much more about the details of how these programs work, who participates, or how much discretion is actually at play. After his basic presentation, Rappaport follows up with a number of important questions raised by the program: Are shoplifting suspects worse off or better off with the added option of retail justice?57 Is the process unintentionally discriminatory and are certain groups disproportionately affected?58 Does

48. Id. at 2274–75. TPJ continues to pay stores a fee for each successful participant. Id. at 2276.
49. Id. at 2274–75. I wish that Rappaport had obtained the necessary information so that he could have disaggregated his accounts by difference in stores and clientele. It must be that CJ Inc. works better in some locations than others. However, Rappaport is interested in the big picture, the model, to see how the idea works and how it fits within conventional understanding of criminal justice administration. Fair enough.
50. See id.
51. Id. at 2275–76.
52. See id.
53. While CEC provides some scholarships for partial tuition remission, the vast majority of participants pay full tuition. See id. at 2273 n.132.
54. Id. at 2276.
55. Id. at 2273 & n.128.
56. Id. It would be interesting to see how selection criteria vary across retailers and what discretion (if any) store security officials exercise in the selection process.
57. Id. at 2277.
58. Id. at 2287.
it have a more significant general deterrent effect than the criminal justice system? And, is it even legal?

Rappaport concludes that most participants are likely to be better off, since even for the factually innocent, a tuition of $500, a six- to eight-hour online course, and no criminal arrest record is likely to be less onerous than the alternative (that is, arraignment, bail, repeated court appearances or participation in a diversion program, a record of arrest whatever the promise of expungement, and in some cases a record of conviction and a jail term). However, Rappaport notes that repeat offenders—who are excluded from the program—do not experience these benefits. Furthermore, he thinks, people of color are likely over-represented in this group, and he suggests that this exclusion "bakes in whatever biases infected earlier interactions with enforcement authorities." Thus, even though the program might be facially nondiscriminatory, its downstream consequences might not be. Rappaport reminds us, however, that absent more data we simply cannot elaborate on this issue with much confidence.

Though recognizing potential "qualms" about CJ Inc.’s business model, Rappaport concludes that "[a]fter careful reflection, it is not clear that retail justice is worse than its public counterpart, and in several important respects it may be better." This judgement is not so much based on a rosy picture of CJ Inc. Instead, it emerges, at least in part, from CJ Inc.’s brief comparison with the desultory accounts of the operations of lower criminal courts. Despite Rappaport’s conclusion, it is important to note that in public law enforcement, some cases now handled by CJ Inc. would never reach the courts. Many would be dispensed with by a warning from the store or an officer, along with an apology and restitution by the accused. Furthermore, prosecutors would drop charges for some and divert still others. Only a handful of accused

59. See id. at 2295.
60. Id. at 2307 (considering whether retail justice constitutes blackmail).
61. See id. at 2312 ("[I]n most circumstances, the availability of retail justice makes shoplifting suspects better off by allowing them to opt out of the criminal justice system, with all its dangers and lingering legal consequences.").
62. See id. at 2290 (noting that “retail justice companies refer repeat offenders to the police”).
63. See id.
64. See, e.g., id. at 2291.
65. Id. at 2312.
66. See id. For similar discussions of the operations of criminal courts, see generally Malcolm M. Feeley, The Process Is the Punishment: Handling Cases in a Lower Criminal Court (1979) [hereinafter Feeley, Process]; see also Nicole Gonzales-Van Cleve, Crook County: Racism and Injustice in America's Largest Criminal Court (2016); Issa Kohler-Hausmann, Misdemeanorland: Criminal Courts and Social Control in an Age of Broken Windows Policing (2018) [hereinafter Kohler-Hausmann, Misdemeanorland].
67. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2305.
would be convicted and fined and still fewer sentenced to jail.68 Some of them would have to post bail, fewer would remain in jail for a while, and even fewer would not be released until disposition. But very few would be fined as much as $400 or $500.69 Still, all would be hassled.70 Even the possibility of pretrial detention, the inability to post bail (or post it immediately), repeated court appearances, the possibility of both a record of arrest and conviction, and a possible fine or jail term could easily tip the balance toward CJ Inc. if one could afford it. One path is clear, the other leads to a bramble bush.

Rappaport goes on to address a number of questions that should be explored in more depth, including transparency about alternatives;71 the comparative deterrent effects of private retail justice versus public enforcement;72 how private justice dispositions distort crime data;73 and possible racial and class bias.74 He concludes this portion of his discussion with a proposal to regulate the process to some degree so that “lawmakers can help ensure that it operates fairly.”75

In light of the dismal record of many—perhaps most—criminal courts in the United States, Rappaport has an easy job of convincing his readers—this reader, at least—that Criminal Justice, Inc. is likely to be preferable for many people.76 He emphasizes: “[T]he question is not whether individuals suspected of crime will enter the justice system but rather which justice system—public or private—will assess their guilt and administer any necessary sanctions.”77 This is not quite right, since stores often warn and release78—and certainly, in the absence of CJ Inc. this

68. See id. at 2279–81.
69. Cf. id. at 2279–81 & n.182 (noting that the portion of “unlucky” shoplifters actually arrested could face substantial criminal fines). But see id. at 2282 (suggesting that the tuition costs of CJ Inc. would not be a “raw deal” “until the price of ‘tuition’ exceeded the cost of actual criminal justice sanctions”).
70. See Feeley, Process, supra note 66, at 199 (“[I]n the lower criminal courts the process itself is the primary punishment.”); Kohler-Hausmann, Misdemeanorland, supra note 66, at 85–93.
71. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2284–86.
72. Id. at 2299–302.
73. Id. at 2306–07.
74. Id. at 2287–91.
75. Id. at 2312.
76. For additional background on the failures of the criminal justice system, see, for example, Malcolm M. Feeley, How to Think About Criminal Court Reform, 98 B.U. L. Rev. 673, 674 (2018) [hereinafter Feeley, Criminal Courts] (arguing that “the institutional design of the criminal justice system is not up to the task of delivering justice to those charged with misdemeanors”).
77. Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2321.
78. Id. at 2268–70 (describing stores’ reluctance to involve the police). For instance, Rappaport cites an article reporting that the Macy’s department store in New York City reported to the public police only fifty-six percent of the 1,900 people its security officials had detained and accused of shoplifting. See id. at 2268 & nn.97 (citing Elizabeth E. Joh, Conceptualizing the Private Police, 2005 Utah L. Rev. 573, 590).
outcome would be likely for the sorts of candidates selected for CJ Inc.’s programs. Still, he makes a good point, which is something like this: “Given how bad our lower courts are, it is hard to imagine that CJ Inc. would be worse. So, why not experiment?”79 We already know that we can pay for traffic violations by mail to get it over with80 and that injured parties in civil suits have fled public courts in droves for private justice systems,81 so why not experiment with some alternatives to public criminal courts in some types of shoplifting cases as well?

However, there are some twists to consider. First, there is a vast power imbalance. Stores using CJ Inc. are immensely powerful and many of those accused of shoplifting are weak, often in the extreme. If all suspects insisted on a jury trial, they could collectively exercise immense power.82 But costs and collective action problems prevent this, so stores have the upper hand in the same way that prosecutors do in the criminal process.83 Further, with CJ Inc., administrative costs have been off-loaded to suspects, not stores or public agencies. Given that CJ Inc. is a for-profit enterprise, we might expect it to search for more ways to off-load costs and generate still more income for both themselves and retail stores. To remain competitive, CJ Inc. may have no choice.

Another crucial concern raised by Rappaport is the legality of CJ Inc.’s operations.84 An important if not central part of Rappaport’s article deals with whether CJ Inc.’s operations constitute blackmail, as a trial court in San Francisco concluded in 2017.85 After all, the store threatens to call the police if the suspect does not sign up for the program and pay its “tuition.”86 Rappaport deftly weaves his way through the jurisprudential thicket of blackmail, which almost everyone agrees is a crime.

79. For a similar view on private prisons, see Malcolm M. Feeley, The Unconvincing Case Against Private Prisons, 89 Ind. L.J. 1401, 1428 (2014) [hereinafter Feeley, Private Prisons] (“O]ne might reasonably ask, ‘Why, given two hundred years of near constant failure of publicly administered prisons, aren’t you interested in experimenting with private prisons?’”).

80. See infra notes 176–178 and accompanying text (discussing the resolution of traffic tickets by mail and phone application).


82. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2286 (“The basic intuition is that, if all defendants could agree to insist on trial, they would overwhelm the criminal justice system and prosecutors would be forced to forgo prosecution in many cases.” (citing Oren Bargill & Omri Ben-Shahar, The Prisoners’ (Plea Bargain) Dilemma, 1 J. Legal Analysis 737, 739–40 (2009))).

83. Id.

84. See id. at 2307–12.


86. Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2274.
although no one can agree why. Rappaport offers no new insights on the nature of blackmail. He uneasily concedes that CJ Inc.'s operations may formally constitute the crime of blackmail but goes on to assert that the “theoretical footing” justifying the prohibition of blackmail does not "extend persuasively to the case of retail justice." Accordingly, in this situation at least, he urges prosecutors to refrain from treating CJ Inc.'s activities as criminal. Ultimately, he believes that experimentation with retail justice is worthwhile and that despite the cloud of quasi-legality, CJ Inc. should proceed.

In this Response, I show that using crime to fight crime is not as unusual as it might appear. The use of crime as social control is embedded in many societies, including modern ones. Many observers acknowledge it as a valuable, or at least socially acceptable, form of social control in certain contexts. So, Rappaport is in good company.

II. SELF-HELP AND SOCIAL CONTROL IN STRATIFIED AND SEGMENTED SOCIETIES

Social scientists have examined self-help or nonpublic forms of criminal law enforcement from two perspectives: in light of social stratification—how does social stratification affect public law enforcement?—and in light of social segmentation—how do segmented groups relate to public law enforcement?

“Stratification” is a term used to express the differentiation of members of a society or a group vertically, according to various socially salient criteria that produce inequalities such as class, status, and power. It is a
powerful analytic concept because it is a feature of societies rather than individuals, endures over generations, is common to virtually all known societies, and affects both objective reality and subjective belief.94 In its starkest form it distinguishes between “haves” and “have nots,” though along many dimensions.95 Sociologists have used the concept to understand crime and the criminal process in any number of ways, including how crimes are defined, how criminal law is enforced, and who has access to law and legal institutions.96 The concept also helps explain why, under certain conditions, people who have been victimized by crime resort to self-help though their own criminal conduct rather than call the police.97

In social science, the studies of social “segmentation” examine various groups in society, ranging from formal organizations, to ethnic and religious groups, to those who share common characteristics, such as cultural beliefs, age, and physical proximity.98 Studies of segmented groups explore what distinguishes these groups from the larger society, what common characteristics they share, and how their distinctiveness

94. For a discussion of the hegemonic feature of class, see generally Antonio Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks (1971). For a discussion of how stratification (and especially class) shapes law in the Marxist tradition, see generally Hugh Collins, Marxism and Law (1996).

95. See E. Adamson Hoebel, The Law of Primitive Man: A Study in Comparative Legal Dynamics 275 (1954) (noting that a function of law is “the allocation of authority and the determination of who may exercise physical coercion as a socially recognized privilege-right”). For an elaborate analysis of how the “haves” come out ahead in the context of the legal system, see generally Marc Galanter, Why the “Haves” Come Out Ahead: Speculations on the Limits of Legal Change, 9 Law & Soc’y Rev. 95 (1974).

96. For a seminal work on this subject, see, for example, Black, The Behavior of Law, supra note 93, at 21–30 (suggesting that the use and application of law changes depending on its “vertical direction” between higher- and lower-ranked members of society).

97. For reviews of the vast anthropological literature on this subject, see generally Black, The Behavior of Law, supra note 93; Donald Black, Sociological Justice (1989) [hereinafter Black, Sociological Justice]. For seminal examples of the anthropological literature on this subject, see generally Hoebel, supra note 95 (describing numerous cultures that prominently featured elements of self-help); K.N. Llewellyn & E. Adamson Hoebel, The Cheyenne Way: Conflict and Case Law in Primitive Jurisprudence 3–19 (1941) (providing narrative accounts of self-help in Cheyenne Society). For more recent discussions of self-help and the criminal process, see generally Henry P. Lundsgaarde, Murder in Space City: A Cultural Analysis of Houston Homicide Patterns 161–66 (1977) (discussing the conditions outlined in the Texas Penal Code under which murder is a legally acceptable or justifiable form of self-help); Vera Inst. of Justice, supra note 92, at 19–20, 26–27, 65–67 (showing that a substantial number of felony arrests arise from crimes regarded as forms of self-help—such as debt collection and retribution—which are often not regarded as “real” crimes by arresting officers, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judges, and are typically dropped or downgraded in seriousness).

endures over time. In contrast with the vertical differential in social stratification, group segmentation is often conceived of in terms of horizontal differentiation. Groups may be distinguished by shared religion, language, tribe, location, or by looser self-selected criteria such as clubs, affinity groups, and occupational associations. Like stratification, segmentation also yields insights into crime and responses to it. For example, we generally regard crime and the response to crime differently among members of the same group than we regard crime between strangers, and know that within-group crime is often handled internally.

Taken together, these two concepts—stratification and segmentation—help place CJ Inc. into broader context. They identify some of the structural conditions under which a private justice system can be established and successfully operated. Indeed, as we will see, CJ Inc. is but a recent form of a long-standing practice of resorting to crime and self-help in response to criminal victimization. Stratification and segmentation help us understand why, and under what circumstances, self-help is viewed as socially acceptable. Here, for instance, we find that CJ Inc.’s use of self-help is widely embraced across the country and that at least one law professor sees it as a promising, if far from perfect, alternative to the public criminal justice system.

This Part introduces both of these concepts, discusses notions of self-help in stratified and segmented societies, and explores how these concepts apply to shoplifting, CJ Inc., and beyond. My purpose in this discussion is twofold: to show that (1) this seemingly new and novel innovation is not wholly new—it has counterparts across time and place—and (2) the features of social organization that Rappaport highlights are conducive to the application of the model he has elaborated to a host of other areas. His study points a way back to the future: the expansion of legal pluralism in late modern commodified society.

99. For analysis of the segmentation and “group” basis of societies, see Peter M. Blau, Exchange and Power in Social Life 12–14 (1986) (exploring the dynamics of how individuals are bound together in groups); Mark S. Granovetter, The Strength of Weak Ties, 78 Am. J. Soc. 1360, 1360 (1973) (examining how even weak ties can create strong groups).
100. See, e.g., Black, The Behavior of Law, supra note 93, at 37–38 (discussing “morphology” as the “horizontal aspect of social life”).
101. See id.
102. See Black, Sociological Justice, supra 97, at 59–60 (observing the differences in how criminal cases are handled based on the relationship between the defendant and victim); Vera Inst. of Justice, supra note 92, at xii (describing the reluctance of law enforcement to pursue a case involving an armed robbery between a defendant and victim who had been dating for over five years).
103. See supra note 65 and accompanying text (describing Rappaport’s conclusion that CJ Inc. may ultimately “be better” than the public criminal justice system in several ways).
A. Stratified Societies

Anthropologists have long reported that in simple societies, victims of crime regularly rely on self-help to avenge wrongdoing. The explanation is obvious: Although there may be clear and unambiguous social norms, some simple societies have few specialized institutions of social control to enforce those norms. There are no police, lawyers, or judges in the contemporary sense; in short, there are no specialized law enforcement institutions. In other societies there are such institutions, but they are not readily available to some members of society. As a result, people develop and come to rely on informal and extralegal forms of self-help such as gossip and shunning.

Anthropologists have also noted that victims sometimes take the law into their own hands and fight crime with crime. They celebrate such initiative and go to great lengths describing the complex norms and rituals employed to ensure that a victim’s actions do not lead to endless feud.

104. See supra note 97 and accompanying text (highlighting key sources in the anthropological literature).

105. Several studies have revealed that in the absence of division of labor, specialized legal institutions do not emerge and conflict resolution is pursued through informal means of self-help that are often approved by the community. See, e.g., Black, Crime as Social Control, supra note 92, at 41 (suggesting that in “stateless societies” crimes of self-help may be relatively common); see also Hoebel, supra note 95, at 275 (discussing the means by which social order was maintained in Native American societies); Richard D. Schwartz, Social Factors in the Development of Legal Control: A Case Study of Two Israeli Settlements, 63 Yale L.J. 471, 484–85 (1954) (discussing the role of labor division norms in encouraging social control in Israeli agricultural communities).

106. See, e.g., Hoebel, supra note 95, at 4 (quoting a Native American’s observation that “before there was the White Man to put him in the guardhouse” there “had to have been something to keep [Native Americans] from doing wrong”); Black, Crime as Social Control, supra note 92, at 34 n.2 (distinguishing self-help from third-party law enforcement); Schwartz, supra note 105, at 474–75 (noting the comparative lack of parties with “delegated sanctioning responsibility” in Israeli kvutzot (collective settlements), as opposed to the formal judicial committees available in Israeli moshavim (semi-private property settlements)).

107. See Black, Crime as Social Control, supra note 92, at 41 (“Law is unavailable . . . in many other modern settings . . . . Lower-status people of all kinds . . . enjoy less legal protection, especially when they have complaints against their social superiors, but also when conflict erupts among themselves.” (citation omitted)); Schwartz, supra note 105, at 474–75 (comparing the moshav judicial process, which is available to all parties, and the kvuta process, which is largely determined by the “Work Assignment Committee” or “Economic Council” on the basis of “interests of production” rather than individual needs).

108. See Schwartz, supra note 105, at 476 (noting that the “powerful force of public opinion” is the “major sanction of the entire kvuta control system” in light of the lack of “specialized functionaries” responsible for control).

109. See supra note 97 and accompanying text (highlighting various sources that discuss the use of crime to fight crime).

110. See, e.g., Hoebel, supra note 95, at 276 (“[W]hen the community . . . acknowledges the exercise of force by a wronged person or his kinship group as correct
Under many conditions, crime as self-help is not seen as a repugnant form of vigilantism but is embraced as a creative and socially acceptable way to respond to victimization and to restore social equilibrium.111

There are at least two conditions in which stratification makes self-help crime socially acceptable. The first form of socially acceptable (at least to some) self-help occurs when social stratification creates vast status and power differentials between parties to a conflict—the victim has low status and cannot gain support from public law enforcement (for example, a homeless person who reports an assault).112 The victim is without law, but for lack of status—not lack of institutions.113 Here, too, but for different reasons, those without law may resort to crime as a form of self-help.

A second form of socially acceptable self-help occurs when the victimized party is so strong vis-à-vis the perpetrator that she can dominate the process and take matters into her own hands, thus bypassing the criminal process—as when an organization is pitted against an individual and resorts to criminal self-help against a party too weak to resist.114 In this situation, the stronger party may even be powerful enough to reshape the process in ways that bypass the criminal law or redefine the law altogether.115 Examples include corporal punishment of children by parents, some forms of domestic violence, retaliation by gangs, police violence against people of low status, police keeping the money and drugs they take from suspects, companies using the police or thugs to thwart organized labor, and law enforcement in company towns. In each of these two situations, one party relies on crime to assert conventional norms, and the other lacks the ability to get a fair hearing in a public forum.

B. Segmented Societies

Like stratification, segmentation also facilitates social acceptance of self-help in response to crime. This might occur in simple societies with

111. See id.; see also Black, Crime as Social Control, supra note 92, at 40 (noting that “crimes of self-help are often handled with comparative leniency” and highlighting the “generous application” of the concept of self-defense in medieval England).
112. See Black, Crime as Social Control, supra note 92, at 41 (noting that law is often unavailable when “[l]ower-status people . . . have complaints against their social superiors”).
113. See id.
114. See id. at 42 (“Those with grievances against a social inferior illustrate a third pattern: Law is readily available to them, but not to those against whom they might employ self-help. In this situation, the aggrieved party seemingly has a choice of law or self-help.”).
115. See, e.g., Jeffrey H. Reiman, The Rich Get Richer and the Poor Get Prison: Ideology, Class, and Criminal Justice 140 (1979) (suggesting that the “failure of the criminal justice system is allowed because it performs an ideological service for those with the power to change the system”).
little division of labor and no specialized law-enforcement institutions: In such conditions, victims of wrongdoing often resort to self-help because there are no real alternatives.\textsuperscript{116} Victims commit a crime in response to a crime, but if deemed proportionate, their actions are socially acceptable.\textsuperscript{117} But most social groups have an elaborate division of labor, and some of these groups eschew government-sponsored criminal law enforcement in favor of their own internal forms of enforcement.\textsuperscript{118}

Consider that theft among acquaintances is often justified by the perpetrator as “debt collection” (for example, “I took his cell phone because he did not pay me the two-hundred dollars he owed me.”).\textsuperscript{119} Or, that crimes of violence are more common among family members and acquaintances than between strangers.\textsuperscript{120} These sorts of encounters are often regarded as “understandable” by law enforcement officials, who tend to see them as “technical” crimes rather than “real” crimes, as interpersonal disputes rather than criminal matters.\textsuperscript{121} Accordingly, law enforcement officials often fail to arrest or prosecute individuals who commit these crimes, and when they do, the cases are usually dismissed or significantly downgraded in seriousness.\textsuperscript{122} This stance can even extend to homicide.\textsuperscript{123} In short, in-group crime is viewed less seriously than crime across groups, and internal processes for dealing with it are often preferred by group members, the public, and the police.\textsuperscript{124}

\begin{enumerate}
\item[116.] See supra note 97 and accompanying text.
\item[117.] See supra note 97 and accompanying text.
\item[119.] See Black, Crime as Social Control, supra note 92, at 37 (“[I]n many instances robbery is a form of debt collection and an alternative to law.”).
\item[120.] See Matthew R. Durose et al., U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Family Violence Statistics: Including Statistics on Strangers and Acquaintances 9 tbl.2.1 (2005), https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/fvs.pdf [https://perma.cc/USU6-EJU6] (finding that of violent crimes, 11% occur between family members, 36.6% occur between friends or acquaintances, and 46.1% occur between strangers).
\item[121.] See, e.g., Vera Inst. of Justice, supra note 92, at 20 (“[P]rior relationships were often mentioned by prosecutors . . . as their reason for offering reduced charges and light sentences in return for a plea of guilty.”).
\item[122.] See id.; see also Black, Crime as Social Control, supra note 92, at 41 (“People in intimate relationships, too, such as members of the same family or household, find that legal officials are relatively unconcerned about their conflicts, particularly if they occur in private and do not disturb anyone else.”).
\item[123.] See, e.g., Lundsgaarde, supra note 97, at 103–04 (noting that “[h]omicide among friends and associates not only terminates a particular relationship, but the act itself may help the killer resolve a conflict created by a lack of mutual trust or intimacy”).
\item[124.] See Vera Inst. of Justice, supra note 92, at 135–36 (finding that previously existing relationships tempered both prosecutors’ and judges’ treatment of felony cases and victims’ willingness to pursue prosecution).
\end{enumerate}
Every society has distinct groups that self-identify and are set off from the rest of society. And in that sense, every society is segmented. When thinking about groups in terms of law enforcement, we can dismiss some of them as ephemeral or too small or weak to be effective—audiences in a theater, amateur sports teams, social clubs, classes. But as some institutions take on larger and more inclusive forms—sports leagues, professional associations, religious institutions, schools, clans or tribes—the possibility of an alternative or parallel legal process seems more realistic. In most modern societies there is a great deal of segmentation and thus a great deal of social control within groups. Melting pots often do not melt completely, so multiethnic or multicultural societies often consist of groups next to each other but in separate silos. Within limits, each religious or ethnic group has considerable autonomy to govern itself, including making and enforcing laws for its own members. Some version of this is true for contemporary American society.

Indeed, a new field of legal studies designed to investigate segmented societies and the law—legal pluralism—sprung up in the 1980s, complete with academic journals and annual meetings.


126. See Steven Vago, Law and Society 194–98 (10th ed. 2012) (comparing the conditions under which formal and informal social controls operate).

127. For a classic study challenging the ideas of assimilation and the melting pot, see generally Nathan Glazer & Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Beyond the Melting Pot: The Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Jews, Italians, and Irish of New York City, at v (1963) (“The point about the melting pot . . . is that it did not happen.”).


129. There is extensive scholarship on “legal pluralism,” whose focus is on the multiplicity of normative orderings found in any single society. Many of these orderings are powerful and perform similar functions as state law, except they are usually based on a stronger sense of legitimacy anchored in professional, religious, or ethnic norms. They also exercise a range of powerful sanctions, including fines, shunning, banning, and repentance ceremonies. For an overview, see, for example, John Griffiths, What Is Legal Pluralism?, 24 J. Legal Pluralism & Unofficial L. 1, 38–39 (1986) (defining legal pluralism); Sally Engle Merry, Legal Pluralism, 22 Law & Soc’y Rev. 869, 870 (1988) (noting that legal pluralism is typically defined as “a situation in which two or more legal
Consider also small towns, distinct neighborhoods, condominium complexes, and homeowners associations. They are separated from the larger society in important ways and possess some degree of vertical integration—providing a variety of services for members, at times permanently and at times only fleetingly. The late anthropologist Stanley Diamond went so far as to suggest that public or government-sponsored law is a form of colonialism designed by central authorities to subordinate other more robust forms of local controls, anchored in the customs of segmented local groups. He is not alone in thinking this. For instance, the late Norwegian criminologist Nils Christie opposed the entire criminal justice system, claiming that conflicts are “property” that has been confiscated by the state.

Even seemingly homogeneous societies contain segmented institutions, though perhaps less comprehensive and tightly integrated. Consider schools, residential colleges and universities, prisons, hospitals, mental institutions, residential complexes for the elderly, gated communities, cruise ships, amusement parks, or summer camps. These are but a few of such partially segmented groups. Many are part-time and porous—people move in and out of them easily or spend only portions

130. What holds for distinct ethnic and religious communities might also be present to a lesser degree in many homogeneous communities, which may have their own norms regarding the use of law. See Carol J. Greenhouse, Barbara Yngvesson & David M. Engel, Law and Community in Three American Towns 2–4 (1994) (noting that individual communities have norms regarding the use and nonuse of the legal system and courts); Sally Engle Merry, Getting Justice and Getting Even: Legal Consciousness Among Working Class Americans 38–47 (1990) (recounting how neighbors solve their interpersonal problems on their own and through the courts).

131. See Stanley Diamond, The Rule of Law Versus the Order of Custom, 38 Soc. Res. 42, 47 (1971) (“Custom—spontaneous, traditional, personal, commonly known, corporate, relatively unchanging—is the modality of primitive society; law is the instrument of civilization, of political society sanctioned by organized force, presumably above society at large, and buttressing a new set of social interests.”).

132. See Nils Christie, Conflicts as Property, 17 Brit. J. Criminology 1, 2 (1977) (“[C]riminology to some extent has amplified a process where conflicts have been taken away from the parties directly involved and thereby have either disappeared or become other people’s property.”).

133. See, e.g., Clifford D. Shearing & Philip C. Stenning, From the Panopticon to Disney World: The Development of Discipline, in Perspectives in Criminal Law 335, 342–47 (Anthony N. Doob & Edward L. Greenspan eds., 1985) (“The essential features of Disney’s control system become apparent the moment the visitor enters Disney World.”); Brae Canlen, Insecurity Complex, Cal. Law., June 1998, at 30, 81 (“[S]everal parents and guardians of teenagers who were picked up for shoplifting [at Disneyland] claimed they were asked to pay a $275 to $500 fine to avoid criminal prosecution.”); see also Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2268 n.97 (citing Canlen, supra).
of their days or lives in them. But they engage large numbers of people in close quarters for extended periods of time and can develop their own forms of social control.\textsuperscript{134}

In universities and schools, for instance, underage drinking, drug use and sales, theft, destruction of property, mayhem, trespass, and assault are common, if not frequent.\textsuperscript{135} Rates of sexual assault are probably as high on college campuses as they are in any other comparably sized space.\textsuperscript{136} Yet, in these places, governmental social control—formal criminal law—is used sparingly.\textsuperscript{137} Criminal law may be invoked with some regularity, but it is called upon infrequently.\textsuperscript{138} Even on college campuses, when campus police, usually sworn peace officers,\textsuperscript{139} are

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{134} For instance, the literature on disciplinary proceedings on college and university campuses is enormous. For an overview of the nature and magnitude of the challenges, see generally Marie T. Reilly, Due Process in Public University Discipline Cases, 120 Penn St. L. Rev. 1001, 1006 (2016) (considering “what process is due in a public school discipline case”); Lisa Tenerowicz, Note, Student Misconduct at Private Colleges and Universities: A Roadmap for “Fundamental Fairness” in Disciplinary Proceedings, 42 B.C. L. Rev. 653, 658 (2001) (analyzing “the methods by which courts have reviewed challenges to disciplinary proceedings in private colleges and universities”).
  \item \textsuperscript{137} See, e.g., Collin Binkley et al., College Disciplinary Boards Impose Slight Penalties for Serious Crimes, Columbus Dispatch (Nov. 23, 2014), https://www.dispatch.com/content/stories/local/2014/11/23/campus-injustice.html [https://perma.cc/K2QD-27SW] (finding that “[s]ometimes, schools handle crime and punishment without ever reporting violations to police” and that “[i]n most cases never go to court”).
  \item \textsuperscript{139} See Brian A. Reaves, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Campus Law Enforcement, 2011–12, at 1 (2015), https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/clc1112.pdf [https://perma.cc/BQP9-PB2N]
\end{itemize}
called, they may not report information about an offense to the local police or prosecutor.140 Rather, criminal and other alleged violations are handled by campus police, deans of students, and internal “dispute resolution” mechanisms run by colleges themselves.141 Indeed, like CJ Inc., such internal law enforcement officials can threaten to contact local police and prosecutors in order to gain suspects’ cooperation.142 The internal private tribunals set up on campuses can deal with everything from violations of academic rules that have no criminal law counterparts, to a wide range of offenses that mirror what one would find on the calendar of many municipal courts.143

Despite the declaration of the death of in loco parentis,144 colleges continue to shield their students from the harshness of the criminal law, at times even disregarding victims’ desires to do so.145 Perhaps most segmented groups with a strong internal structure prefer to have their members’ dirty laundry washed in private. Of course, there are limits. Few internal dispute resolution processes in such groups would mobilize to handle a homicide.

(“During the 2011–12 school year, about two-thirds (68%) of the more than 900 U.S. 4-year colleges and universities with 2,500 or more students used sworn police officers to provide law enforcement services on campus.”).

140. See Wright & Beaver, supra note 138 (arguing that campus police engage in “underpolicing,” whereby activities that might result in arrest and prosecution if traditional police were involved are treated more leniently on college campuses).

141. See Binkley et al., supra note 137 (describing and criticizing university disciplinary procedures); supra note 134 and accompanying text (discussing the disciplinary procedures used by colleges). For an account describing a multilevel campus hearing and the shortcomings of the internal college process when dealing with a rape charge against a popular football player, see generally Jon Krakauer, Missoula: Rape and the Justice System in a College Town (2015).

142. See Christopher Moraff, Campus Cops Are Shadowy, Militarized, and More Powerful than Ever, Wash. Post: The Watch (July 9, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-watch/wp/2015/07/09/campus-cops-are-shadowy-militarized-and-more-powerful-than-ever/ [https://perma.cc/6S9J-P5ZH] (describing a campus police detective’s use of threats of jail time to ensure a student’s cooperation as an informant); see also Reaves, supra note 139, at 4 (finding that eighty-eight percent of campus police at public universities and sixty-three percent of campus police at private universities maintained memoranda of understanding or mutual aid agreements with local police departments, sheriff’s offices, or other public law enforcement groups); Wright & Beaver, supra note 138.

143. See Binkley et al., supra note 137 (providing examples of campus disciplinary boards adjudicating violent crimes).

144. See, e.g., Philip Lee, The Curious Life of In Loco Parentis at American Universities, 8 Higher Educ. Rev. 65, 66 (noting that “constitutional protections to university students . . . led to the demise of in loco parentis”).

145. See, e.g., Justin Wm. Moyer, Students Protest After Maryland Lawsuit Alleges ‘ Shameless Corruption’ in Concealing Rape Cases, Wash. Post (Sept. 18, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/dc-md-va/2018/09/18/students-protest-after-maryland-lawsuit-alleges-shameless-corruption-concealing-rape-cases (on file with the Columbia Law Review) (discussing a lawsuit alleging that the University of Maryland Baltimore County police chief “persuaded” the plaintiff not to report a sexual assault “to police, but to have it handled ‘administratively’ instead”).
Ultimately, segmented institutions can and do wield powerful sanctions. They possess the power to banish, shun, suspend, fine, impose labor, use corporal punishment, and withhold valued resources.\textsuperscript{146} To understand the extent of these sanctions, imagine a person who faces the possibility of expulsion in her final year at a prestigious university, or who might be banished from a tight-knit community that has been the only life she has known, or who might lose a license to practice a profession. Or even consider an employee dismissed from a job on suspicion of theft. Furthering the risk of these sanctions, closed communities are also likely to have good surveillance, effective evidence-gathering capabilities, and authoritative judge substitutes.\textsuperscript{147} And in the event of law breaking, the possibility of the still heavier hand of state authority is ever present. These are all powerful incentives to maintain control of problems within the group and for the accused to acquiesce with gratitude.

C. Stratification, Segmentation, and CJ Inc.

Shoplifting and CJ Inc. are shaped by both stratification and segmentation. In an odd but real sense, in shoplifting neither victim nor accused has adequate resources to rely on formal legal process, and so each has an incentive to embrace alternatives.\textsuperscript{148} Still, stores stand in a distinct and stratified relationship to shoplifting suspects: As opposed to individual shoplifters, stores—as organizations and repeat players—are well positioned to shape outcomes and the structure of process in shoplifting cases.\textsuperscript{149} They have, after all, employed CJ Inc. and can call the police. In contrast, shoplifters ordinarily have much lower status.\textsuperscript{150}

Similarly, a department store is a type of segmented and closed community, defined by time, space, location, and membership—shoppers are something like invited “guests,” particularly in the fancier stores that are clients of CJ Inc. Here, too, stores and CJ Inc. seek to take advantage of situation and structure. Store employees—security guards—

\textsuperscript{146} For a classic piece explaining the significance of withholding resources, see Charles Reich, The New Property, 73 Yale L.J. 733, 785 (1964) (noting that withholding access to government benefits and certifications is the equivalent of a taking of property and thus should be circumscribed by due process protections). Many private justice systems have the power to withhold or grant such benefits.

\textsuperscript{147} See Allan V. Horwitz, The Logic of Social Control 201–04 (1990) (“The encapsulation and visibility of social life promotes direct observation of deviance. When groups are small and tightly interconnected, everyone is aware of what others are doing.”).

\textsuperscript{148} Rappaport reports that the average value of shoplifted items is $129. Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2318. While even this sounds high, this amount likely pales in comparison to the time and effort required of store employees to see a case through to prosecution. See id. at 2297 (comparing the costs of assisting in public prosecution to the “paltry” benefits received by retailers from the criminal justice system).

\textsuperscript{149} See Galanter, supra note 95, at 97–103 (discussing the advantages that “repeat players” have in the litigation system).

\textsuperscript{150} Apart from organized shoplifting gangs, shoplifters are individuals pitted against experienced organizations (stores).
suspects on the premises, and in most cases both stores and suspects have a strong interest in resolving the matter internally.

CJ Inc. is just the latest effort by stores to shape this internal process. Given the high volume of shoplifting, vigorous enforcement is not cost effective for most retail stores, and for this reason they have a strong incentive to experiment with new forms of self-help: Stores have long relied on a mix of restitution and apologies; warnings; differential treatment for juveniles, established customers, elderly people, and second offenders; banishment; civil remedies; and the like. Department stores have also pressed legislatures to streamline civil processes for shoplifting cases. These processes may sometimes work well, especially since they enhance the bargaining power of stores. But resolving matters internally is still likely to be more efficient for many types of cases, especially for first-time suspects.

In this regard, CJ Inc. offers stores an important new development that has not been used systematically before. Frequently stores deal leniently with shoplifters: warning them, making them pay for or return stolen items, and letting them go on their way. CJ Inc. provides them with a more robust and costless new option.

The key to the success of this new arrangement—theoretically justified or otherwise—is a form of blackmail. Stores can issue credible threats to report suspects to the police if they do not agree to the store’s terms. Further, unlike many blackmailers, stores can also offer credible promises that they will not continue to extort suspects. The setting and situation are ripe for blackmail: Stratification and segmentation give stores the upper hand—they are more powerful, they have apprehended

151. Studies of deterrence show that likelihood of apprehension—and not of sanction or enforcement—is the more salient feature of deterrence. See Daniel S. Nagin, Criminal Deterrence Research at the Outset of the Twenty-First Century, 25 Crime & Just. 1, 7 (1998) (“[T]he evidence amassed by perceptual deterrence researchers points overwhelmingly to the conclusion that behavior is influenced by sanction risk perceptions—those who perceive that sanctions are more certain or severe are less likely to commit crime.”). But it is the nature of the sanction that is most easily modified, hence the long-standing concern with varying sanctions by type of offender. Although criminologists have long maintained this, for the “authoritative” statement on identifying the optimal sanction, see generally Gary S. Becker, Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach, 76 J. Pol. Econ. 169 (1968).

152. See Ann Zimmerman, Big Retail Chains Dun Mere Suspects in Theft, Wall St. J. (Feb. 20, 2008), https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB120347031996578719 (on file with the Columbia Law Review) (“Retail lobbies began pressing state legislatures for civil-recovery laws about two decades ago as their theft and store security costs rose . . . .”); see also Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2267–68 (noting the widespread use of civil recovery statutes for shoplifting).

153. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2268 & n.97 (citing one study reporting that police were not called in forty-four percent of the cases in which suspects were apprehended for shoplifting).

154. See id. at 2312 (arguing that “the theories that may justify prohibiting blackmail in certain settings do not extend persuasively to the case of retail justice”).
the suspect on their premises, and they are thus in a position to "define" the situation. Stores gain tougher enforcement and perhaps enhanced deterrence at little or no cost, and there is the possibility of modest financial gain. In contrast, the accused is often caught red-handed and has much to gain by avoiding arrest, a public airing of the allegations, and the costs associated with prosecution whatever the outcome. Even wrongly accused persons can save time, money, and embarrassment by agreeing to store terms.

This arrangement is consistent with the findings of anthropologists of law noted earlier: Using crime to enforce established social norms is a well-accepted form of social control under some conditions. CJ Inc.'s innovation follows the time-honored principle of reciprocity—here, committing a crime (blackmail) in response to a crime (shoplifting). Although well understood by anthropologists studying “primitive” cultures, sociologists and criminologists report that this practice is also widespread in late modern societies. CJ Inc. is simply a new manifestation of the practice.

Virtually every society is stratified, and when differences in status are great enough, one is likely to see crime as a form of self-help. In stratified societies, have-nots may lack adequate resources to turn to the law for help, and haves may be powerful enough to shape the legal process to their advantage or to ignore it. Consider how easy it is for large organizations to get away with violating the law with shoddy accounting practices, pollution and safety violations, short-changing employees on wages, and the like, and how difficult it is for individual victims, particularly poor persons, to obtain redress. Even when they are not fully immune from governmental social control, powerful organizations are able to transform criminal violations into civil violations so that documented harms are settled for pennies on the dollar. Like businesses which can shape white collar criminal enforcement to their advantage, retail stores

155. Rappaport catalogues the likely costs of the criminal justice system to defendants. See id. at 2279–81. However, I would have liked some educated guesses about what would actually happen to suspects in the absence of CJ Inc.

156. See id. at 2281.

157. See supra notes 97, 102 and accompanying text (discussing the use of self-help and crime as a means of maintaining social control).

158. See supra notes 97, 102 and accompanying text.

159. See supra notes 112–115 (discussing the circumstances in which self-help emerges in stratified societies).

160. See Galanter, supra note 95, at 97–103 (discussing the advantages of repeat players in litigation); see also supra notes 112–115 and accompanying text (noting the circumstances in which self-help may arise in stratified societies).

161. See Brent Fisse & John Braithwaite, Corporations, Crime and Accountability 1–2 (1993) (“The impact of enforcement can easily stop with a corporate pay-out of a fine or monetary penalty, not because of any socially justified departure from the traditional value of individual accountability, but rather because that is the cheapest or most self-protective course for a corporate defendant . . . .”).
can potentially use CJ Inc. to shape shoplifting enforcement to their advantage. Moreover, although retail companies are vastly more powerful than the suspects they detain, these companies face prohibitive costs if they seek full enforcement of the law. Accordingly, blackmail increases enforcement and off-loads some costs.

CJ Inc. is a textbook example of self-help through crime within the anthropology of law literature. In examples provided earlier, victims turn to self-help criminal action to make perpetrators pay for their offenses in cost-effective and socially acceptable ways. CJ Inc.’s actions are appealing for the same reasons: They are justified. Although ostensibly illegal (a form of blackmail), their actions affirm conventional morality; they appear (though we do not know for sure) more humane, or at least more so than the alternative of calling the police; and they appear (though we do not know for sure) to have some deterrent effect. Even a criminal law professor applauds the creativity of using crime to fight crime here.

D. Retail Stores and Beyond

Rappaport dwells on the activities of CJ Inc. My concern is somewhat different. Although CJ Inc. supplies the services, this Response focuses on the demand by the retailers. The store is the principal; CJ Inc. its agent. The store defines the conditions for participation. The store in effect contracts out for the judicial-like services it desires, defines the conditions, supervises the services, and determines how things are done. In short, it is the store’s program. So, I have focused on the social setting in which CJ Inc. was created, in which it operates, and in which it may expand.

162. See, e.g., Galanter, supra note 95, at 97–103 (noting that repeat players—usually “hawks”—maintain the capacity to not only dominate individual cases but shape the law and long-term process to their advantage); see also Reiman, supra note 115, at 141 (noting that “those who are hurt by present criminal justice policy” are not in a position to change it, while those who can change it “have little incentive” to do so).

163. As in virtually all high-volume, low-stakes cases, prosecutors and victims (like the accused) will have to bear enormous costs if they pursue a case vigorously by taking it to trial. See Feeley, Process, supra note 66, at 200 (noting that pretrial costs “in the aggregate, and in comparison with the actual consequences of adjudication and sentencing, . . . often loom large in the eyes of the criminally accused”); Rappaport, supra note 1, 2269–70, 2286–89 (discussing the costs of pursuing a shoplifting claim in the criminal justice system for police, courts, and suspects).

164. The pressure here is like the pressure to plea bargain in criminal courts—the accused get a deal (or think they get a deal) in exchange for accepting CJ Inc.’s offer. And in doing so, they absorb some of the costs of processing the case that would otherwise be paid by the courts and the victims.

165. See supra notes 97, 102 and accompanying text (discussing the use of self-help in various environments).

166. No one likes a thief—except in the movies.

167. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2312–14 (noting that CJ Inc. “may qualify as blackmail” but nevertheless concluding that it is likely beneficial).
Although anthropologists of law often view crime-as-social control as a weapon of the weak typically used by those without access to law, they also emphasize that organizations are more powerful than unorganized individuals. 168 This certainly is the case here. The stores which have utilized CJ Inc., such as Bloomingdales, Abercrombie & Fitch, and Walmart, are all successful companies that can invoke public law enforcement. 169 But they also have an incentive to reduce costs. 170 So, when a risk assessment manager comes forward with a plan to increase compliance, off-load costs, and provide a new revenue stream, it is unsurprising that store executives are likely to listen. Under this scheme, stores could even remain in the good graces of otherwise good customers who have been caught shoplifting by allowing them to avoid the public criminal justice process.

Furthermore, despite their power in the community, even big and profitable stores are without much law in shoplifting cases. As discussed above, in an individual case, almost none of the stolen items involve sums that even begin to approach the follow-up costs for a store that takes a case on to criminal disposition. 171 In the aggregate, it is too expensive for stores to pursue full enforcement. 172 In addition, many police officers and prosecutors don’t look kindly on victims of shoplifting. Shoplifting cases are expensive and expend valuable time (especially in some smaller towns with big-box stores), so police in some communities tend to drag their feet when handling them and view them as a nuisance. 173 On top of

168. See Black, Crime as Social Control, supra note 92, at 42 (noting that those “with grievances against a social inferior” have the option of either utilizing the law or employing self-help); Galanter, supra note 95, at 106–10 (noting that organizations are often “repeat players” with distinct advantages in litigation).


170. Although the state bears the cost of prosecution, store personnel must file complaints and show up in court. In contrast, CJ Inc. presumably reduces process costs for everyone, and most obviously stores. Why else would they buy into CJ Inc.?

171. See supra note 13 and accompanying text.

172. See supra note 13 and accompanying text.

173. See supra notes 23–24 and accompanying text (discussing police reluctance to respond to shoplifting cases).
this, detection rates remain so low that enforcement in individual cases likely provides no incremental increase in deterrence.174

In a similar vein, police may miss the vast majority of traffic violators, so the deterrent effect of arrest and sanctioning is not so high. But when the police do catch traffic violators, the evidence is typically overwhelming and enforcement near automatic.175 Traffic violations—even serious offenses—are now handled bureaucratically.176 Few people contest traffic charges, and the vast majority of offenders pay a fine (often bail forfeiture with assurance of no further action).177 The processing is so efficient that it is postbureaucratic; one can pay through an iPhone, for instance.178 Some cases are contested, but even then, many people likely do not press claims of innocence or error but rather beg the court for mercy in light of other consequences, such as losing their licenses.179

Privatization has made this process far more advanced. Private companies are deeply involved in the enforcement of traffic laws.180 Increasingly, automated traffic-light and speeding cameras managed by these private companies are replacing traffic police in issuing tickets; the

---

174. See supra note 151 (noting that the likelihood of apprehension, rather than the severity of sanction, drives deterrence). Only one in forty-eight shoplifters is detected and apprehended, a ratio too low to generate much deterrence. See Shoplifting Statistics, supra note 10.

175. See, e.g., Stephen L. Brickley & Dan E. Miller, Bureaucratic Due Process: An Ethnography of a Traffic Court, 22 Soc. Prbs. 688, 689–93 (1975) (describing “the general belief that the chances of being found not guilty at one’s [traffic court] trial were quite small”).


177. See, e.g., Kathy A. Bolten, Traffic-Camera Appeals Often Successful, but Few Try, Des Moines Reg. (June 20, 2015), [https://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/crime-and-courts/2015/06/20/automated-traffic-enforcement-cameras-appeals/29055365/] (noting estimates that only five percent “of people nationwide fight regular speeding tickets issued to them”).


179. See Brickley & Miller, supra note 175, at 690–91 (finding that some defendants who contested traffic violations had “more at stake than a fine”).

entire process from photograph to the mailing of the citation can be managed automatically without human input.\textsuperscript{181}

In some communities, these private companies have installed traffic-light cameras at their own expense and maintain them in partnership with local governments. Like TPJ, some of these companies split the take with victims—here, the city.\textsuperscript{182} For example, my own city of Berkeley—the People’s Socialist Republic of Bezerkley—one contracted out traffic-camera enforcement to a for-profit company.\textsuperscript{183} Traffic-light cameras erected and managed by a private company were ubiquitous in the city and likely produced a nice return for both the company and city, but the program has since been terminated.\textsuperscript{184} In some places, traffic light and traffic cameras used to capture speeding have led to changes in liability.\textsuperscript{185}

Similarly, in a novel deal in 2008, Chicago leased rights to its 36,000 parking meters to a consortium of investors, including the government of Abu Dhabi, for seventy-five years at a price over one billion dollars.\textsuperscript{186} The new owners, Chicago Parking Meters LLC, moved quickly to increase rates and eliminate free parking on holidays.\textsuperscript{187} By some accounts, Abu Dhabi is on track to make its mega-investment back within a few years and will

\textsuperscript{181} See Desind, supra note 180.


\textsuperscript{185} Cameras do not always provide clear images of drivers’ faces, so some jurisdictions have adopted absolute liability for some types of traffic offenses: The registered owner of the automobile is liable unless she can prove that the car was stolen and was being driven by someone else. See, e.g., D.C. Code § 50-2209.02(a) (2018) (“Absent an intervening criminal or fraudulent act, the owner of a vehicle issued a notice of infraction shall be liable for payment of the fine assessed for the infraction.”); 625 Ill. Comp. Stat. Ann. 5/11-208.6(h) (West 2018) (“The court or hearing officer may consider in defense of a violation . . . that the motor vehicle . . . [was] stolen before the violation occurred and not under the control of or in the possession of the owner at the time of the violation . . . .”).


\textsuperscript{187} Fisher, supra note 180; Mihalopoulos, supra note 186.
be floating in gravy for the remaining sixty-something years of its contract. CJ Inc. appears to be one more step in the same direction. Both promise the same benefits—reducing public costs by contracting out services—and indeed both have the potential for providing new or expanded income streams for “victims.” And as noted earlier, stores have successfully expanded and increased civil remedies so that they, too, can recoup some of their expenses in pursuing shoplifters. Indeed, municipalities are starting to emulate this model by adding fees to fines as a way of recouping a higher portion of processing costs.

The discussion of administratively or privately enforced traffic violations is something of a digression in the discussion of shoplifting, stratification, and segmentation. But it is meant to suggest that CJ Inc. is only a small part of the scene in the enforcement of criminal or criminal-like laws by private organizations.

III. THE FUTURE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE, INC.

Shoplifting, parking meters, traffic-light and speed cameras: What do they have in common? All have been targeted by for-profit entrepreneurs sensing vast new markets. From the sparse information available, they all appear to have struck gold. Together they suggest the advent of a vast new industry. Conceivably, they could do for some types of criminal justice administration what private arbitration has done for large numbers of relatively small civil disputes—shunt complainants out of the public justice system and into mandatory, private, and often for-profit arbitration. Given the criticism of current arbitration practices,

188. See Mick Dumke & Chris Fusco, Parking Meters, Garages Took in $156M—but City Won’t See a Cent, Chi. Sun-Times (May 23, 2016), https://chicago.suntimes.com/news/parking-meters-garages-took-in-156m-but-city-wont-see-a-cent/ [https://perma.cc/S176-9LD7] (noting that the consortium is “on pace to make back what it paid the city by 2020, with more than 60 years of meter money still to come”).
190. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2273, 2276 (noting the practice of paying referral-like fees to CJ Inc.’s customers).
191. See supra note 192 and accompanying text.
192. See infra note 210 and accompanying text.
one would hope that private criminal justice alternatives could be designed to be more fair, but only time will tell. What is certain, however, is that the onslaught of for-profit criminal justice administration has just begun: CJ Inc., Traffic Camera, Inc., and Parking Meter, Inc., all suggest that the camel’s nose is already under the tent.

A private criminal justice alternative is also developing in another quite different area. The guidelines for the prosecution of business organizations (for violating laws such as the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)) provide deep discounts in penalties for corporations that report illegal activities within their organizations to the Department of Justice before criminal indictments are handed down. Deferred and nonprosecution agreements further extend these benefits: If corporations design, pay for, and manage their own diversion programs, they can avoid indictment and criminal (and maybe civil) liability altogether.

194. See, e.g., Silver-Greenberg & Corkery, supra note 193 (highlighting potential fairness issues with arbitration and noting that “behind closed doors, proceedings can devolve into legal free-for-alls”).

195. See Justice Manual § 9-28.900 (2018), https://www.justice.gov/jm/jm-9-28000-principles-federal-prosecution-business-organizations#9-28.900 [https://perma.cc/X4DS-HEPP] (“[P]rosecutors may consider a corporation’s timely and voluntary disclosure, both as an independent factor and in evaluating the company’s overall cooperation and the adequacy of the corporation’s compliance program and its management’s commitment to the compliance program.”); id. § 9-47.120 (“When a company has voluntarily self-disclosed misconduct in an FCPA matter, fully cooperated, and timely and appropriately remediated . . . there will be a presumption that the company will receive a declination absent aggravating circumstances involving the seriousness of the offense or the nature of the offender.”); see also Rachel E. Barkow, The Prosecutor as Regulatory Agency, in Prosecutors in the Boardroom: Using Criminal Law to Regulate Corporate Conduct 177, 178 (Anthony S. Barkow & Rachel E. Barkow eds., 2011) (“[M]any jurisdictions, like the federal system, give defendants substantial sentencing discounts for cooperating with the government and accepting responsibility.”).

196. See Jed S. Rakoff, Justice Deferred Is Justice Denied, N.Y. Rev. Books (Feb. 19, 2015), https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2015/02/19/justice-deferred-justice-denied/ [https://perma.cc/QNU3-WQKM] [hereinafter Rakoff, Justice Deferred] (“In the typical arrangement, the government agreed to defer prosecuting the company for various federal felonies if the company, in addition to paying a financial penalty, agreed to introduce various ‘prophylactic’ measures designed to prevent future such crimes and to ‘rehabilitate’ the company’s ‘culture.’”); see also Jesse Eisinger, The Chickenshit Club: Why the Justice Department Fails to Prosecute Executives 197 (2017) (noting that deferred prosecutions became “stage managed,” in that companies’ lawyers could “negotiate the findings to avoid calamitous civil collateral consequences”).
they don’t cooperate, prosecutors will come after them.\(^\text{197}\) When businesses take these steps, their remediation plans are often developed and implemented by lawyers (usually former Assistant U.S. Attorneys) who are hired by the companies themselves.\(^\text{198}\) In essence, they promise to put themselves on probation, design their own probation program, and hire their own private probation officer. If prosecutors accept these plans, companies not only avoid a conviction or at times even a charge, they avoid any finding of liability and indeed any judicial oversight.\(^\text{199}\)

By being able to help design their private probation, companies are one-up on shoplifters, who must accept or reject the plan offered by CJ Inc. But the two programs provide one common benefit: Neither the corporations nor the shoplifters come away with a record of either arrest or conviction. Moreover, of course, the state benefits: It does not have to bear the cost of prosecution. These and other similar programs may signal the onset of Perpetrator-Funded Preprosecution Probation, Inc., which allows some offenders to avoid the criminal process altogether. Indeed, some private companies already specialize in offender-funded diversion programs.\(^\text{200}\)

Let’s return to department stores. Department stores are reflections—perhaps pale reflections but nevertheless reflections—of more robust stratified and segmented institutions. Stores are rich and have vast powers over the typical shoplifter. Rappaport’s study reveals how easy it is for them to work with entrepreneurs to establish a parallel system of justice that reduces taxpayer costs, benefits some accused, and reduces certain of those stores’ costs to virtually nothing.\(^\text{201}\) Indeed, private enforcement has the potential for providing a new income stream for participating stores.

\(^{197}\) See Barkow, supra note 195, at 178 ("Prosecutors typically control downward departures for cooperation, and acceptance of responsibility reductions are usually disallowed when defendants exercise their trial rights or are discounted when defendants wait until too close to the eve of trial before pleading guilty.").

\(^{198}\) See Eisinger, supra note 196, at 195–96 (noting that FCPA investigations have produced a “cottage industry” and a “new door to revolve”); see also Jed S. Rakoff, The Financial Crisis: Why Have No High-Level Executives Been Prosecuted?, N.Y. Rev. Books (Jan. 9, 2014), https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2014/01/09/financial-crisis-why-no-executive-prosecutions/ [https://perma.cc/83FH-U5BU] [hereinafter Rakoff, The Financial Crisis] (describing a scenario in which a company tells a prosecutor it “wants to cooperate and do the right thing, and to that end [it] has hired a former assistant US attorney, now a partner at a respected law firm, to do an internal investigation”).

\(^{199}\) See Rakoff, Justice Deferred, supra note 196 ("[T]he preference for deferred prosecutions also reflects some less laudable motives, such as . . . the dubious benefit to the Department of Justice and the defendant of crafting a settlement that limits, or eliminates entirely, judicial oversight of implementation of the agreement.").


\(^{201}\) See supra notes 12, 61–65 and accompanying text (discussing the benefits of CJ Inc. to victims, the accused, and the criminal justice system).
Let’s consider the future of this development, still in its infancy. Different stores appeal to different types of clientele—by age, race, sex, social status, lifestyle, and so forth—and shoppers often try to emulate the lifestyle promoted by the store.202 Working with store image-makers and security, CJ Inc. could help devise strategies to attract people into particular types of stores while discouraging others. Of course, this is already something of a high art. However, screening could be improved, potentially benefitting both stores and CJ Inc.

For example, if Bloomingdale’s or Neiman Marcus were more successful than they currently are in specifically screening for high-income shoppers, they should be able to extract higher “tuition fees” from their shoplifters. Why $400 or $500? Why not $1,500 or $2,500? All things equal, the desire to avoid an arrest record is in part a function of social status, so why not differential rates for different stores? Or even a differential rate for different items taken, or for items taken from different parts of the store (for example, the clearance section in contrast to the boutiques)? Both deterrence and income for CJ Inc. and the store could increase with no appreciable additional enforcement costs. While this may sound unusual, consider that punishments are usually tailored to the seriousness of the crime and that Nordic countries have long imposed “day fines” established as increments of an offender’s average daily income—both policies that are widely viewed as progressive.203

Rappaport cites industry figures suggesting that shoplifting is a democratic crime that cuts across all income, race, ethnicity, gender, and age groupings.204 Perhaps, but a group of state trial court judges who read

202. See Ronald D. Michman, Edward M. Mazze & Alan J. Greco, Lifestyle Marketing: Reaching the New American Consumer 29 (2003) (“The way individuals see themselves and the way they believe others see them is called the self-concept... [which] affects the choice of lifestyles and, consequently, influences the consumer’s purchase-decision process.”); id. at 57 (“When we purchase certain types of clothing, this bears upon our self-concept and helps us to define ourselves.”).

203. See William L. F. Felstiner, Plea Contracts in West Germany, 13 Law & Soc. Rev. 309, 312 (1979) (describing the day-fine system as used in Germany). In Germany and the Nordic countries, a wide variety of nonviolent offenses, including quite serious ones, have long been disposed of through the mail. See id. at 309–12. Suspects receive a ticket with a proposed fine and have the choice of paying by mail or showing up in court to contest the charges, much as traffic tickets are handled in the United States. See id. The overwhelming majority of those charged pay. Id. at 315. Often those who show up in court do so not to contest the charges but to contest the amount of the fine. See id. at 312. On the similarity between the German system and traffic courts, see Feeley, Process, supra note 66, at 296–97.

204. Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2264–65. Notably, Rappaport identified several “tentative generalizations” regarding the identity of shoplifters from the data: Shoplifting typically occurs during the adolescent years, males are typically more active shoplifters than females, racial and ethnic patterns of shoplifting vary by time and location, and “middle-class individuals are most likely to shoplift.” Id.
a draft of his article had a distinctly different impression.205 They were all from small- or medium-sized towns across the United States and none lived in communities with a Bloomingdale’s, Abercrombie & Fitch, or Macy’s store. However, most of their communities had Walmart and Goodwill Industries. Participants in my informal sample all emphasized that the shoplifters they encounter are typically poor and have substance abuse problems—people likely both to be unable to pay for CJ Inc.’s program and to end up in court for shoplifting regardless of whether CJ Inc. were available.206 The judges also tended to agree that CJ Inc.’s practice constituted blackmail, but they were not particularly troubled by it. Some even noted that CJ Inc.’s program is not all that different from pretrial diversion programs run by prosecutors, also often administered without judicial oversight—except that CJ Inc. has the benefit of costing taxpayers nothing. Other judges noted that they saw many juveniles brought to court charged with shoplifting and wondered if a private alternative might be designed for this group as well, and at a charge well below the prevailing rate of $400 to $500.207

Further, while Rappaport does not elaborate on it, one unofficial criterion that stores use to determine eligibility is the suspect’s ability to pay.208 After all, it makes no sense to invite someone to enroll in an expensive program if they cannot pay, and CJ Inc. can award only so many scholarships.209 Ultimately, Rappaport and my judges may both be correct; people whom stores might not send to the police may constitute CJ Inc.’s clientele, while my judges see the dredges. However, rather than washing poor people out, CJ Inc. might follow my judges’ inclinations and charge lower tuition. What is lost in per unit price might be recouped with volume. Although this would be problematic and potentially predatory, CJ Inc. might do what so many cash-strapped communities do: work with collection agencies to stretch out payments. This would compound the problem since installment plans come with high interest rates and large fees for late payments. In some communities, in

205. Every summer, I teach a short course in the Judicial Studies Master’s and Ph.D. program for state trial-court judges at the University of Nevada, Reno. In summer 2018, I devoted part of my class to privatized criminal justice administration and had the students read a draft of Rappaport’s article.

206. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2271 (“[T]he most recent academic studies found that poorer suspects are referred to the police more frequently.”); id. at 2282 (noting that CEC’s participants “have been cleansed of most repeat offenders”).

207. Rappaport notes that CEC maintains a separate course for juveniles who are otherwise not excluded from eligibility but does not expand on this program. See id. at 2276 & n.155.

208. Id. at 2288 (suggesting that despite retail justice companies purporting to make their programs accessible, we do not know “how many decline due to financial constraints”).

fact, this is an additional attraction—another source of income.\textsuperscript{210} One wonders if stores and CJ Inc. might not be far behind in their thinking. Stores or CJ Inc. might even invest in collection agencies.

Advanced technology will likely produce various other innovations that will have applications for private responses to shoplifting. Consider electronic scanning for facial recognition, a technology whose cost-effective applications are quickly approaching if not already here.\textsuperscript{211} Faces will soon be able to be scanned when shoppers enter stores and almost instantaneously be run through a database of known shoplifters.\textsuperscript{212} Cameras can be locked onto suspicious people whose movements are then monitored closely. By tracking higher-risk patrons, stores are likely to detect more shoplifters and in so doing transform CJ Inc.’s business model.

One could easily imagine still other more substantial developments. We have already witnessed the proliferation of self-service checkout counters in grocery and hardware stores.\textsuperscript{213} Seattle and Silicon Valley

\textsuperscript{210} In the wake of the shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, and the finding that the “financial relationship between Ferguson’s municipal courts and its police department resulted in the disproportionate ticketing, fining, and jailing of its African American residents,” writing on this topic has mushroomed. See U.S. Comm’n on Civil Rights, Targeted Fines and Fees Against Communities of Color: Civil Rights and Constitutional Implications 1 (2017), https://www.usccr.gov/pubs/2017/Statutory_Enforcement_Report2017.pdf [https://perma.cc/ A/JH4-P3BK]; id. at 1–2 (noting that “some municipalities apply late fees, payment plan fees, and interest—aptly referred to as ‘poverty penalties’—when an individual is unable to pay,” and suggesting that this practice is “excessive”); see also Maybell Romero, Profit-Driven Prosecution and the Competitive Bidding Process, 107 J. Crim. L. & Criminology 161, 200–03 (2017) (noting that contract prosecutors may “treat[] municipal and other misdemeanor and infraction courts as revenue generators for their respective municipal governments”). Or consider that one district attorney’s office in California, in collaboration with a private company, now routinely collects DNA samples from virtually everyone arrested on any type of misdemeanor or felony charge, despite a restrictive state law that limits state DNA collection. The district attorney’s office operates on the same principle as the stores: Give us a mouth swab and pay $75.00, and we will drop charges in some instances or reduce them in others. Virtually everyone takes the deal. See, e.g., Tony Saavedra, Fate of DA Tony Rackauckas’ DNA Program on the Line, Orange County Reg. (Nov. 23, 2018), https://www.ocregister.com/2018/11/23/fate-of-da-tony-rackauckas-dna-program-on-the-line/ [https://perma.cc/N8XJ-L86V] (describing the spit and acquit program).

\textsuperscript{211} For an overview of potential applications, see Jesse Davis West, 21 Amazing Uses for Face Recognition—Facial Recognition Use Cases, FaceFirst (May 2, 2018), https://www.facefirst.com/blog/amazing-uses-for-face-recognition-facial-recognition-use-cases/ [https://perma.cc/USM7-BDSU].

\textsuperscript{212} Interestingly, at least one company is attempting to market this technology for shoplifting prevention. See Face Recognition for Retail Stores, FaceFirst, https://www.facefirst.com/industry/retail-face-recognition/ [https://perma.cc/RM7C-4722] (last visited Oct. 31, 2018).

\textsuperscript{213} See supra notes 19–20 and accompanying text (describing self-service checkout counters).
have already introduced cashless and cashier-less stores.\[^{214}\] In January 2018, Amazon opened a cashless and cashier-less convenience store that allows customers to place items directly into their shopping bags and then exit the store through a turnstile.\[^{213}\] More recently, a group of Silicon Valley investors opened Standard Market in San Francisco, a cashless convenience store that has neither checkout counter nor turnstile.\[^{216}\] Both companies are preoccupied with the problem of shoplifting—recall that grocery stores experience more than twice the level of shoplifting loss as a percentage of sales than department stores.\[^{217}\] Indeed, the founders of Standard Market previously worked for the SEC developing software to detect fraud in stock trades.\[^{218}\] These stores are not one-off novelties but prototypes; analysts are confident that the future is in cashless and cashier-less stores and expect them to be the 7-Eleven of the future.\[^{219}\] However, central to their success is an ability to curtail the theft of small and inexpensive items.

How might they do this efficiently? Currently, they rely on a saturation of cameras and microchips. Another way might be to transform the nature of store-customer relations. As a condition for signing up for the convenience of cashier-less shopping, customers might be asked to agree to accept dispute resolution through a store-sponsored plan. If there is a challenge about items taken, customers will receive notification that the cost of the purloined item will be added to the bill.


\[^{217}\] See supra note 11 (noting that grocery stores experience a loss of 3.23% of sales; department stores, 1.27%).


as well as a $300 inconvenience fee, unless customers wish to challenge the charge, in which case they can contact CJ Inc., which already has their agreement to handle the matter. An expanded CJ Inc. might become the equivalent of American Express’s arbitration program. And, I suspect, with similar consequences.220

Indeed, such an arrangement can go well beyond retail stores. Consider, one regularly sees signs saying, “KEEP OUT. Trespassers will be Prosecuted.” What if these signs were rewritten to read, “WARNING: People entering these premises agree to be subject to private prosecution if an issue of illegal behavior arises. If you do not agree, keep out. For more details see . . . .” Such an arrangement might be extended to entering private property, theft in various locations, and the like—anywhere CCTV cameras might record behavior.

In addition, one can imagine success of such arrangements turning on more than blackmail. The advantage of CJ Inc. over public criminal courts is that they provide swifter and cheaper justice to victims and accused alike. Here, too, costs to the accused might be low enough to induce many wholly innocent people to plead guilty to “get it over with.”221 If this sounds bizarre, consider this: Accused people regularly plead guilty in lower criminal courts to “get it over with” and avoid the costs of the criminal justice system.222

Additionally, as the internet has shown, in postmodern commodified societies, virtual communities are easily established and provide real and meaningful benefits.223 Informal online electronic sanctioning for some types of violations is already well institutionalized.224 A much-expanded CJ Inc. may simply be one more natural development for virtual communities of the future. One can easily imagine a future in which people

220. Recent investigative reporting by the New York Times revealed that consumers infrequently prevail in cases taken to arbitration. See Silver-Greenberg & Gebeloff, supra note 193 (“Roughly two-thirds of consumers contesting credit card fraud, fees or costly loans received no monetary awards in arbitration . . . .”). They conclude that the arbitration process is skewed from beginning to end to the advantage of the credit card company. See Silver-Greenberg & Corkery, supra note 193 (noting that in arbitration, “rules tend to favor businesses, and judges and juries have been replaced by arbitrators who commonly consider the companies their clients”).

221. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2281 (noting that it would be rational for innocent suspects to prefer retail justice given the costs of the justice system).

222. See Feeley, Process, supra note 66, at 185 (noting that plea bargaining is premised on the idea that a defendant will “exchange the uncertainties and costs of going to trial and the possibility of a lengthy sentence for the certainty of a fixed outcome which guarantees a less severe sanction”).


224. See, e.g., Jack M. Balkin, Law and Liberty in Virtual Worlds, 49 NYU Sch. L. Rev. 63, 72–73 (2004) (discussing the formal and informal sanctions used by online game players and platform owners).
receive a form by email reporting that they have been caught trespassing, damaging property, or stealing, and that they can either pay a fee by credit card for the violation or contest the matter by contacting CJ Inc. to arrange for a hearing.

In fact, there is ample room for expansion without the need for elaborate new technology. Rappaport’s account seems to suggest that CJ Inc.’s technology is best adapted to large chain stores. If so, there may be a way to extend it to smaller stores: CJ Inc. could contract with mall associations rather than individual stores and thus expand to smaller shops. Such shops already share some mall-wide security expenses, so why not extend CJ Inc.’s services mall-wide?

A partial version of this may already be operating. The Midtown Community Court on 54th Street in Manhattan is staffed by “real” prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judges who are on duty during busy evenings and weekends. It was created through the efforts of an entrepreneurial nonprofit organization, the Center for Court Innovation, spurred in part by the local business community. People picked up on narcotics, prostitution, shoplifting, pickpocketing, and quality-of-life violations in the Midtown area are taken directly to this court and given the option to accept its jurisdiction on the spot or be sent downtown to the central criminal court to spend a night or two in jail, wait for arraignment on more serious charges, and then run the gamut of the regular court system and risk a tougher sentence. Not surprisingly, a large majority of those arraigned in the Midtown Court opt for immediate action; they know they are likely to be in and out of the community court and finished with their community service sentence before the court

225. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2253 (noting that CEC’s clients have included major retailers).


229. See Berman & Feinblatt, supra note 226, at 62.
downtown could even get into high gear.\footnote{230} By any measure, the Midtown Community Court is a roaring success. Crime is down (even beyond the normal decrease in the city) and its proactive and community-intensive programs have improved the lives of many of those who have been brought to the court.\footnote{231}

What happens in communities without a Center for Court Innovation? Given the dearth of any sustained interest in innovating in American criminal court systems,\footnote{232} one can easily imagine a commercial variation on this model, allowing malls to develop their own private criminal courts. Malls already hire off-duty police officers as security guards who have the power to detain and arrest, so why couldn’t CJ Inc. branch out to provide a broader array of services? It could hire retired or off-duty prosecutors and judges—or arrange for the appointment of lawyers to serve as judges pro tem, as is done in California for courts of general jurisdiction and in many states for small claims courts\footnote{233}—to staff private criminal courts in malls. One might even update this in light of constitutional considerations and create some sort of duty solicitor scheme, which would provide free or low-cost advice to the recently arrested. Certain crimes could be redefined as “violations” to reduce due process concerns. This idea is also not so novel. It is a back-to-the-future move that would replicate many of the functions of the old magistrates’ courts, whose demise Judge Stephanos Bibas has lamented.\footnote{234} But this time it would be provided by an innovative and market-responsive private justice system rather than the inevitably sluggish public justice system. And it could be paid for by offenders rather than taxpayers.

This is not as far-fetched as it might seem. A former student of mine has worked as a “dispute resolution facilitator” on a cruise ship and reports that most of his cases involved allegations of crimes or near-crimes related to drunken and disorderly behavior, property damage (at times into the thousands of dollars), theft, and even assault or sexual assault.\footnote{235} Although he occasionally threatened to report the crimes to

\footnote{230} See Council on Judicial Admin., supra note 226, at 232 (noting that about seventy-three percent of cases before the court result in guilty pleas).

\footnote{231} See id. at 233 (discussing the “positive effect” of the Midtown Community Court).

\footnote{232} For an analysis of the lack of research and development institutions in American criminal courts, see Feeley, Criminal Courts, supra note 76, at 688 (“[T]he traditional criminal justice system is bereft of any real research and development functions, so new ideas from entrepreneurs on the outside should be encouraging.”).

\footnote{233} For a good review of the use of “rent-a-judges,” see generally Anne S. Kim, Note, Rent-a-Judges and the Cost of Selling Justice, 44 Duke L.J. 166, 168–80 (1994).

\footnote{234} See Stephanos Bibas, The Machinery of Criminal Justice 1–6 (2012) (noting that the criminal justice system “has morphed from a public morality play into a speedy plea-bargaining machine, hidden and insulated from the public”).

\footnote{235} He served in the “Semester at Sea” program run by the University of Colorado. But similar problems occur on all cruise ships, particularly those catering to younger travelers. For an overview of serious crime on cruise ships, see Hanna Kozlowska, Why Cruise Ships
authorities upon reaching port, he never did so. Instead, he regularly imposed fines, secured restitution, and banned people from certain parts of the ship for the duration of the voyage. Victims, the accused, and the cruise line were happy to put matters behind them.

Or consider a possible adaptation of a program already well institutionalized in California. There, disputing parties in civil suits can jointly hire virtually any lawyer they agree upon and arrange to have her appointed as a judge pro tem and preside over their dispute. While paid for by the parties, this court is a court of record. Parties can also opt for a jury trial, tailormake a jury to their specifications, and construct the procedures to be followed. This arrangement is not used frequently, but when it is, participants—both plaintiffs and defendants—likely benefit. Further, if one side disagrees with the outcome, she can appeal to the state’s intermediate courts of appeal. Of course, as with all trial courts, most cases are still likely to settle. With some changes, this arrangement might be adapted for use in criminal cases.

What works for shoplifting and on cruise ships could also be used in other quasi-segmented communities: gated communities, condominiums, mobile home parks, and the like. Many of them already have elaborate alternative dispute resolution institutions for some recurring types of disturbances—noise, swimming pool use, lawn ornaments, laundry room...
use, and so on.\textsuperscript{243} An experienced CJ Inc. might make inroads in managing more serious issues, including some types of criminal law violations that occur in some of these institutions. In so doing, it may offer even swifter, cheaper, and more effective outcomes in selected types of controversies—all without high-profile reporting in the community at large and the cost of the criminal process. One can imagine homeowner and tenant contracts that require certain types of criminal issues arising between association members be brought first to their CJ Inc. before turning to a public forum.

Consider further the myriad segmented or quasi-segmented institutions discussed earlier.\textsuperscript{244} Tight-knit religious and ethnic communities are not likely to need CJ Inc. even if it were run by their own members. These groups already have their own authorities who deal with community norms and disputes, including those arising under the criminal law.\textsuperscript{245} Other institutions do not, and some of them might be ripe for the picking. Colleges and universities, in particular, might benefit from the professionalism of a CJ Inc.\textsuperscript{246} Any reader who has sat on a university disciplinary committee knows just how amateur and haphazard these institutions can be. They work adequately for some kinds of issues; indeed, it is useful, even edifying, to participate in an untutored group of faculty and students on a disciplinary committee trying to struggle with issues of academic cheating, dress codes, how much robust speech should be allowed in classrooms, or whether a fraternity prank has gone too far. But college hearings are often disasters when dealing with more serious criminal matters, such as harassment, theft, stalking, assault, and especially sexual assault.\textsuperscript{247} Nevertheless, despite harsh criticism, they

\textsuperscript{243} Many associations of all sorts have well-developed dispute resolution. In fact, in California, internal dispute resolution procedures are mandated by law for common interest developments. See Cal. Civ. Code § 5905(a) (2018) (requiring an association to “provide a fair, reasonable, and expeditious procedure for resolving a dispute”).

\textsuperscript{244} See supra notes 128, 130, 133 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{245} Legal scholars tend to focus on trouble cases emerging from religious tribunals, such as when one party to the proceeding challenges the authority of religious courts in the secular courts. See, e.g., Michał Rynkowski, Religious Courts in the Jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights, 18 Ecclesiastical L.J. 62, 62–63 (2016) (discussing European Court of Human Rights cases which “effectively constituted an appeal against the decision of a religious court”); see also Kent Greenawalt, Hands Off! Civil Court Involvement in Conflicts over Religious Property, 98 Colum. L. Rev. 1843, 1844 (discussing when it might be appropriate for the secular judiciary to intervene in religious property conflicts). Not much legal scholarship has directed itself at the internal workings of religious tribunals—or tribunal-like structures—to determine how efficacious they are in resolving nonreligious disputes.

\textsuperscript{246} Rappaport briefly introduces, but does not fully elaborate upon, this idea. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2320.

\textsuperscript{247} There are numerous journalistic accounts of the shortcomings of campus disciplinary proceedings, especially when dealing with charges of sexual assault and charges against star athletes. See generally, e.g., Krakauer, supra note 141; Binkley, supra note 137. Others, including a group of Harvard Law School faculty, have criticized certain
endure. One wonders if someone at CJ Inc. has already envisioned a marketing opportunity for involvement in at least some cases at some schools. CJ Inc. might know when it is best to move swiftly to turn certain cases over to local law-enforcement authorities and when to manage them internally in order to shape them to the distinctive concerns of campus culture. CJ Inc. might provide a degree of detachment and disinterest as well as professionalism that is lacking in a proceeding run by a student justice, a faculty member, or a dean of students. For all I know, something like this is already operating on some American college campuses.

CONCLUSION

Professor Rappaport has done a great service by calling attention to a novel institution, CJ Inc., which has begun to take root in some major retail stores desperate to find better ways to cope with the massive problem of shoplifting. He has identified the business model of this new industry and then systematically worked through a host of likely and possible consequences that could flow from its operation. He is sometimes convincing, but some of his observations are, as he acknowledges, tentative because there is no readily available evidence. His article is certainly provocative. It opened the eyes of this author, who after reading it was stimulated to explore some of the many implications of his findings. One hopes that a sociolegal scholar will seize on his article and use it as the basis for a proposal to the National Science Foundation, which promises a more systematic, expansive, and empirically grounded examination of this important new development.

I am afraid that I have not done justice to Rappaport’s article. He focused on one important new development, but I used it as an instance of a general phenomenon to explore some of its many implications. His work has made me see what has long been hidden in plain sight and confront its implications: the ubiquity of self-help remedies to criminal offending and the entrance and expansion of for-profit companies into the field. I think we are on the cusp of a dramatically expanded role for for-profit disposition of criminal offenses. If it works for shoplifting, as it appears to, where else might it work? What are the features of stores and shoplifting that are shared by other settings and other offenses that might invite innovation by for-profit companies? In a crude way I have tried to identify some of the distinguishing characteristics of retail stores where it appears to work—their stratification and segmentation—and campus internal procedures for lacking “basic elements of fairness and due process.” See Rethink Harvard’s Sexual Harassment Policy, Bos. Globe (Oct. 13, 2014), https://www.bostonglobe.com/opinion/2014/10/14/rethink-harvard-sexual-harassment-policy/HFDdZN7nU2UwuWmNqpbM/story.html (on file with the Columbia Law Review).

248. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2313–14 (suggesting that “the distributive effects of retail justice are indeterminate,” and advocating for increased data collection).
point to other institutions and situations with similar characteristics where it is already used or might be used.

Without much effort, one can imagine that CJ Inc. could come to rival private arbitration in civil disputes. Of course, it remains to be seen, and if it does, one should worry that it might have the same desultory effects here as it does in the resolution of consumer complaints. Still, I hope I have pointed to potential extensions and in so doing alerted criminal justice scholars to possible new and important developments in the field. Viewed differently, privatized criminal justice administration may only now be taking steps to catch up with private police, which have been around so long and whose presence is so ubiquitous that they are part of the taken-for-granted landscape, and with private prisons, which despite ups and downs continue to grow and become a normalized presence in our criminal justice and immigration systems.

In closing, I want to emphasize two additional points. Criminal justice administration usually involves dramatically unequal parties—the state and institutions supported by the state versus a lone individual. The imbalance is tremendous and compensating procedural adjustments do little to correct it. What is true for the criminal process also holds for CJ Inc. and the stores that have created it. Except here, the process operates without even nominal judicial oversight. Still, as described by Rappaport, this particular development may be a net gain for justice. If I am correct, what he has examined is only one tiny step toward more expansive privatized criminal justice administration. This, too, on balance, might be good. But, then again, it might not be. Certainly as we are learning from the

249. For a discussion of the limits of the arbitration system for consumers, see supra notes 193–194 and accompanying text. For a discussion of the failure and occasional success of ADR in resolving consumer complaints, see Shauhin A. Talesh, How Dispute Resolution System Design Matters: An Organizational Analysis of Dispute Resolution Structures and Consumer Lemon Laws, 46 Law & Soc’y Rev. 463, 466 (2012) (“[I]n the context of the adjudication of public legal rights, I show the privatization of dispute resolution by organizations has the potential to undermine the rights of social have-nots.”).

250. Indeed, some sections of this Response suggest the need to be more imaginative in investigating private criminal justice alternatives that have long existed.


experience of colleges and universities, the Roman Catholic Church, and professional sports associations, privatized justice and internal conflict resolution can be problematic in the extreme. And we know that technological innovations are not infallible. Still, the headache of appearances in criminal courts may lead many people to pay fines and fees levied by the agents of victims in order to get the matter over with.

This brings me to my final point. Criminal justice reforms usually produce unintended consequences. Indeed, many such consequences are so predictable that they should no longer be labeled “unintended” but “expected.” The histories of bail reform, pretrial diversion, rehabilitative programming, community sentencing, conditional sentences, electronic monitoring, drug testing, and the like all have several features in common: They rarely accomplish their stated objectives, are often turned to serve other purposes, and almost inevitably end up widening the net of social control. Alternatives to criminal prosecution are rarely

253. See supra note 247 and accompanying text (discussing the limits of university-run disciplinary processes).


256. I hasten to add that Rappaport recognizes this problem and the need for some sort of oversight and regulation of the process. This sounds good, but it is also clear just how feeble judicial oversight is in plea-bargaining. Cases are not tested in open court, and an accepted guilty plea virtually ensures that cases cannot be reviewed by appellate courts. See Kirke D. Weaver, A Change of Heart or a Change of Law? Withdrawing a Guilty Plea Under Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 32(e), 92 J. Crim. L. & Criminology 273, 273 (2002) (“[C]ourts are unquestionably reluctant to permit defendants to withdraw from their plea agreements once approved by the court.”). Indeed, I am aware of just how little meaningful regulation there is in any component of the criminal justice system. The system seems to rest on the idea that it is supposed to operate like the market, with components with distinct interests checking each other. If so, we have a calamitous market failure.

257. See generally Malcolm M. Feeley, Court Reform on Trial: Why Simple Solutions Fail (1983) [hereinafter Feeley, Court Reform] (evaluating how a series of court reform efforts ultimately resulted in few benefits and occasionally in perverse outcomes); Paul Butler, The System Is Working the Way It Is Supposed to: The Limits of Criminal Justice Reform, 104 Geo. L.J. 1419, 1467 (2016) (highlighting that reform may have a “pacification effect,” which can limit efforts to enact meaningful changes); Issa Kohler-Hausmann, Jumping Bunnies and Legal Rules: The Organizational Sociologist and the Legal Scholar Should Be Friends, in The New Criminal Justice Thinking 246, 263 (Sharon Dolovich & Alexandra Natapoff eds., 2017) (explaining that “despite a significant change in the legal rules structuring the site of lower criminal courts,” the criminal process is still not being used to “sort the guilty from the innocent”).

258. See, e.g., Malcolm M. Feeley, Entrepreneurs of Punishment: How Private Contractors Made and Are Remaking the Modern Criminal Justice System—An Account
just alternatives, especially when entrepreneurs develop them.\textsuperscript{259} Businesses seek to expand markets. They search for weak spots, for obvious problems in need of better solutions, and then design and offer those solutions. But if they are shrewd, as most entrepreneurs are, their first products are loss leaders. From the outset, they are likely to have long-term business plans and ideas for expansion.\textsuperscript{260} This is the dynamic of the market and for-profit criminal justice institutions whose operations I have explored elsewhere.\textsuperscript{261}

Consider that some of the first private prisons in the United States in the contemporary era were built as “return to custody centers” to house those returned to prison for technical violations of parole and probation.\textsuperscript{262} This provided contractors with a proverbial foot in the door, and since then they have expanded into full-service prisons and immigrant detention centers for entire families.\textsuperscript{263} Or, consider companies that own and operate electronic monitoring programs. Vendors and criminal justice officials alike tout electronic monitoring as an alternative to prison at a fraction of the cost.\textsuperscript{264} Yet, electronic monitors are often affixed to people who would not otherwise be in custody.\textsuperscript{265} Again, net widening.

\textsuperscript{259} See id. (describing “private contractors who sought to harness market forces to develop and supply new forms of social control”).

\textsuperscript{260} Rappaport quotes what must be part of CEC’s mission statement from a brief submitted to the California Court of Appeals: “[O]ur vision is to reinvent the way petty crimes are handled, starting with retail theft.” Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2259 (emphasis omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting Appellant’s Opening Brief at 11, People ex rel. Herrera v. Corrective Educ. Co., No. A149195, 2017 WL 1366020 (Cal. Ct. App. Apr. 13, 2017), 2016 WL 6037455). Elsewhere he notes that CEC has already moved into another area of “offender-funded” justice—the business of dealing with employee theft, which is often subsumed under shoplifting but which in fact is a distinct and fairly significant aspect of inventory shrinkage. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2319 & n.382 (describing employee theft and CEC’s employee-oriented program).

\textsuperscript{261} See, e.g., Feeley, Entrepreneurs, supra note 258, at 1 (describing two criminal justice innovations—the transportation of convicts to North America in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and electronic monitoring in the late twentieth century—driven by private parties).


\textsuperscript{264} See Feeley, Entrepreneurs, supra note 258, at 13 (“It costs $35,000 to $50,000 a year to house a prisoner but only $1,500 to $3,000 to maintain them in an electronic prison.”); Mark A.R. Kleiman et al., We Don’t Need to Keep Criminals in Prison to Punish Them, Vox (Mar. 18, 2015), https://www.vox.com/2015/3/18/8226937/prison-reform-graduated-
Why would this not also be a consequence of an expanded CJ Inc.? It has started out with shoplifting, and may be doing a credible job, but if successful it will want to expand. Indeed, there is ample evidence that CJ Inc. is widening the net: Its “students” are relatively well off and have no prior record of shoplifting—the sorts of people who in the absence of these programs are most likely to be warned and released. If CJ Inc. expands, it may continue to focus on less-serious offenses, since its business model is predicated on avoiding hassle. It may come up with a way of handling a variety of high-volume, low-stakes cases with effectiveness and efficiency that allows everyone—guilty and innocent alike—to proceed at significantly reduced costs. And unlike lower criminal courts, it has the advantage of generating neither a record of arrest nor conviction. Finally, it promises to reduce law enforcement and court costs by diverting cases out of the criminal justice system at the outset and shifting costs from victims and the public to the accused. But it will almost inevitably widen the net, since many of those caught up in it, guilty or not, will conclude that the wisest course of action is to pay the fee and extricate themselves as quickly as possible even if they stand a good chance of having charges in criminal court dropped or dismissed.

Consider how CJ Inc. or its successors might exponentially expand, just as rent-a-judge programs and private arbitration and mediation programs have. Shoplifting, trespassing, petty theft, petty assault, and other actions that are now defined as crimes can easily be redefined so that they are civil violations as well. From a victim’s point of view, there could be several benefits flowing from such a shift. Rules of evidence and procedure would be relaxed, the standard of proof lowered, and victims could sue to recover damages rather than pursue only nonremunerative civic duty. Some defendants would resist and might be shunted off to the criminal process. However, many others would probably see the value of avoiding the bramble bush, which threatens to ensnare them with both criminal and civil charges. An expanded “Criminal and Civil Justice Inc.”

265. See Feeley, Entrepreneurs, supra note 258, at 15–16 (noting that electronic monitoring is designed for “the big pool of easier targets,” such as those on pretrial release or in drug treatment programs, who would otherwise likely not be in jail).

266. As suggested earlier, I suspect that a closer examination of the 20,000 cases processed by CJ Inc. at the time of Rappaport’s study would reveal a substantial number of cases that would have been dropped outright by the participating stores. Rappaport raises, but ultimately rejects, this net-widening argument. See Rappaport, supra note 1, at 2294–95 (arguing against the net-widening argument by suggesting that “many retailers do not turn suspects over to CEC whom . . . they would not have referred to the police” and that the “consequences of being ensnared . . . are less severe”).

267. Rappaport suggests that there “are powerful disincentives for store security to target actually innocent individuals.” Id. at 2293. At the same time, he concludes that it is “rational, if tragic, for innocent suspects” to “prefer the retail justice option” due to the consequences of arrest. Id. at 2281.
(“C&CJ Inc.”) might make a killing since it would be marketing more services to more customers.

Does this sound wild? Perhaps. But keep in mind that stores are increasingly pursuing shoplifters through the civil process. So, the idea outlined above is only an expansion of an existing trend. Furthermore, both restorative justice and problem-solving courts movements, which continue to expand by leaps and bounds, embrace an administrative-like process that mixes both criminal and civil justice concerns. Consider also how thoroughly internal dispute alternatives are already embedded within corporations, and how private external alternative dispute resolution institutions have been shaped to reflect the interests of the dominant and repeat players in recurring types of disputes. Finally, and pointing in another direction, consider the late sociologist and criminologist Nils Christie’s “conflicts as property” argument. He wanted to return crime to its roots so that victims could confront those who injure them and demand an apology and redress. Of course, his idea was anchored in pastoral images of village life so that many of his friends and admirers thought him too quaint by half. However, C&CJ Inc. might be the modern tough-minded equivalent of Professor Christie’s scheme for contemporary commodified societies. It might succeed where his ideas could not gain traction. If so, it might truly transform modern criminal justice administration. I do not advocate this but simply want to note that all of the components of such an arrangement are already in place or can easily be put in place if there is a political environment that supports private solutions for public problems.

Critics of privatization rightfully raise questions about whether core public responsibilities such as criminal justice administration should be delegated to for-profit companies or nonprofit agencies. Furthermore, they raise good questions about whether the alleged efficiency and effectiveness of private criminal justice institutions actually result in public

268. See supra note 152 and accompanying text.
270. See supra notes 193–194 and accompanying text (noting how arbitration favors corporations over consumers).
271. See Christie, supra note 132, at 1–2.
272. See id.
273. See id.
These are important questions that deserve answers. However, I think there is a third question about privatization that is both less-frequently asked and more important: Does for-profit criminal justice widen the net of social control? If so, can it be justified? This to me is the central question to ask about any “alternative” introduced into the criminal justice system, and is certainly an appropriate question to ask about CJ Inc. as it continues to expand.

275. Id. at 1411 (noting other arguments against privatization, which include “utilitarian comparisons, fears that employees of corporations will put profits ahead of persons, or worries that the scope of liability will be less with public contractors than government employees”).